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Translator’s Introduction

The twentieth century turned out to be an extraordinary century
for writers writing about Caitanya Vais.n. avism, the religious tradition
that developed around the sixteenth century saint/reformer/ecstatic,
Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. acaitanya (1486-1533 C.E.). During the final decades of the 19th
century and the first half of the 20th century, the tradition underwent an
exhubrant literary renaissance and flowering during which it succeeded
in bursting out of India and appearing on the world stage as a religious
tradition to be recognized and reckoned with. While a few of those early
works were written in English,1 the vast majority were written in Ben-
gali. Bengal, being the birth place of Śrı̄ Caitanya, naturally witnessed
among its citizens during that period the greatest share of renewed inter-
est in his life and religious insights. Of the enormous number of works
on Caitanya Vais.n. avism written in Bengali during that period, few have
ever been translated into English. Forget about translation, even the
scope and contents of this vast field of literature have not been surveyed
in Bengali, English or any other language that I am aware of. Just the
few quick glances at this literature that I have had over the years sug-
gest that it is filled with many rich and innovative Hindu theological
reflections that would be of value to general readers as well as scholars
who have an interest in the diverse views and insights of the religions of
the world.

Why there was such a proliferation of Caitanya Vais.n. ava literature
during that period of seventy or so years (roughly 1880-1950 C.E.) is
hard to say. Certainly, the fact that more printing presses were in the

1Some of the English works of note are Premānanda Bhāratı̄’s Sree Krishna: the Lord
of Love (New York, 1904), Shisirakumar Ghosha’s Lord Gouranga, or, Salvation for All (2
vols., Calcutta, 1923), Bhagavat Kumar Sastri’s The Bhakti Cult in Ancient India (Calcutta,
1924), and Dr. Mahanamabrata Brahmacari’s Vais.n. ava Vedānta (Dissertation, University of
Chicago, 1937, and later published separately.).
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viii On Associating with Great Ones

hands and under the control of affluent Bengalis was an important fac-
tor. The first printing presses in India were established by the Baptist
Mission Press at Shreerampur (Serampur) on the Ganges north of Cal-
cutta in the last few decades of the 18th century. The primary purpose
of the Baptist Mission was to spread the good news of the Christian
gospels among the Indian populace and Sreerampur, as the headquar-
ters of the Baptist Mission in India, was an influential part of that pro-
gram throughout the 19th century. But by the second half of that century
many Bengalis had acquired their own presses and were busily publish-
ing Bengali and Sanskrit titles and numerous periodical journals. It is
in the context of this publishing frenzy, sometimes called the Bengal Re-
naissance, that the literary flowering and output of Caitanya Vais.n. avism
should be seen.

Another factor was the rather forward looking policy adopted by the
British of educating young Bengalis for posts in the civil service. By en-
couraging education and creating the facilities for good educations by
establishing schools and colleges, a large, highly educated and deeply
literate population developed in Bengal by the end of the 19th century.
Of course, the government-sponsored education was largely in English
and was highly westernized, nevertheless traditional subjects like San-
skrit and Bengali literature were also taught at the government estab-
lished institutions. Even Christian church-established institutions made
room for traditional subjects, as was the case at Scottish Churches Col-
lege, for instance. This rather enlightened British policy, it should be
noted, was in marked contrast to the policies of some of the other major
colonial powers, such as the Dutch and the Portugese, who prefered to
keep the people of their colonies in the dark, fully dependent, and fully
exploited.

Finally, it was not really until the end of the 19th century that the
Bengalis began to recover their self-esteem and with that strengthening
recovery they were drawn back to the roots of their own traditions. This
recovery was no doubt aided by the growing sense of nationism and
heightened national identity that was the result of the events and after-
math of the mutany of 1857. Initially, the Indians, not just the Bengalis,
were deeply impressed by British power, culture, intellectual life, and
religion. This initial impression of the British also provoked at the same
time something of a sense of shame and embarrassment in the Indi-
ans of that generation, embarrassment occasioned by viewing, through
lenses provided by the British, their own culture, intellectual history and
achievements, and religious beliefs and practices and comparing them
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with those of the British. Over time, however, as the Indian popula-
tion had more time to observe the British ubermensch in action. Suspi-
cion grew into fulfledged disillusionment with the “enlightened” British
and their plans for India. With the mutany in 1857, it became clear that
British rule was really a threat to the Hindu way of life as well as to the
Muslim way of life that had adapted to and flourished in India since the
12th century. The result of this growing disillusionment with and critical
outlook towards all things British was a desire among the younger gen-
erations of the second half of the 19th century to return to the roots of
their own tradition, to rediscover themselves in the beliefs and practices
of their forefathers.

Perhaps there is no better example of this process of first being im-
pressed with and then rejecting British culture and religion than in the
life of Raja Rammohun Roy (1772?-1833 C.E.) who lived through the
early period of Indian engagement with British culture. Rammohun as
a young man became deeply influenced by the criticisms leveled at the
Hindu religion and culture by the Christian missionaries of the time. He
became convinced that the worship of images that is so much a part of
the practice of Hinduism was indeed “idolatry” and that it was a rank
misunderstanding of the original, pure, revelatory insights of the ancient
Hindu tradition found in the Vedas and the Upanis.ads. Even at the age
of sixteen he wrote a tract critical of the Hindu tradition called The Idol-
atrous System of the Hindus which managed to anger many conservative
members of Hindu society and effectively ruin his relationship with his
high caste brahmin father.2 He believed and argued that the ancient texts
taught a monotheistic belief in “the existence of one supreme God—a
God endowed with a distinct personality, moral attributes worthy of His
nature and an intelligence befitting the Governor of the universe.”3 By
making such arguments he drew upon himself the ire of the Hindu pop-
ulation of his father’s generation, but attracted the support and sym-
pathy of many in his own generation. When, however, he turned his
attention to Christianity, he found signs of a similar corruption by idol-
atry in Christian belief and practice, a critique of which he expressed
in his book The Precepts of Jesus a Sufficient Guide to Peace and Happiness
(1820), which contains a selection of passages from the Gospels with his
own critical introduction. “While he praised the morality of Jesus, he
rejected his divinity and his miracles. Moreover, he took exception to all
the abstruse and supernatural presentations of his teachings, decrying

2William Bysshe Stein, Two Brahman Sources of Emerson and Thoreau, v.
3ibid., vi-vii.
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them as superstition or mythological nonsense.”4 To discover the true
religion of the Hindus, Rammohun returned to the roots of the tradi-
tion, the ancient texts. This became the model for the later generation of
Vais.n. avas of the Caitanya tradition, though the supreme god that they
found there was not the abstract, disembodied god of Rammohun who
was beyond speech and intellect, but the god Kr.s.n. a who was regarded
as very much embodied and as a result very close and approachable.

Among the Caitanyite writers who participated in the Vais.n. ava re-
naissance were Śrı̄ Haridāsa Goswami (1867-1946) whose reworking of
the life of Caitanya in two massive volumes, one for the Navadvı̄pa por-
tion and one for the Jagannātha Purı̄ portion of his life, was called the Śrı̄
Caitanya-bhārata (1906) because it was enormous in size like the great In-
dian epic, the Mahābhārata. Shishirkumar Ghosh’s (1840-1911) Beautiful
Life of Nimai (Śrı̄ Caitanya) (Amiyā Nimāi Carita, 1904) extended to six vol-
umes in Bengali and two large volumes when an abidged version was
finally published in English (1922). Vipinavihārı̄ Goswami (1850-1919)
wrote his lengthy The Delight of the Ten Roots (Daśa-mūla-rasam, 1898)
which presents, in Bengali verse with Sanskrit citations from numerous
texts, the entire theology of the Caitanya tradition on the basis of ten
fundamental principles.5

Śrı̄ Surendranath Goswami, the father of Śrı̄ Kanupriya Goswami,
the author of the text translated here, is accredited with some thirty-
two works ranging from poetry, plays, and other literary productions to
essays on science, philosophy and, of course, bhakti. Towards the end
of the period the historian Dr. Radhagovinda Nath produced his huge
five volume presentation of the philosophy of Caitanya Vais.n. avism and
completed his multivolume editions of the major biographies of Cai-
tanya with his notes and commentaries. Prolific writers and scholars

4ibid., ix. Rammohun’s position was admired and supported by the Unitarians of New
England, a reaction that paved the way for Rammohun’s later influence, through his trans-
lations, on such American savants as Emerson and Thoreau.

5The ten roots are: (1) The statements of accepted scripture are the main sources of
evidence for knowledge about the divine, (2) Hari, who is Kr.s.n. a, is the highest truth in
the universe, (3) he possesses all powers, (4) he is an ocean of divine savors (rasas), (5) all
living beings are his separated parts, (6) because of being a marginal power (tat.astha-śakti),
all living beings in their bound state are imprisioned by material nature, (7) because of
being a marginal power, all living beings in their liberated state are freed from material
nature, (8) the living beings and material nature are simultaneously different from and not
different from Śrı̄ Hari, (9) pure bhakti is the means to blessedness for the living beings,
and (10) pure love for Kr.s.n. a is the goal for all living beings. These are taken from the
work of one of Vipinavihārı̄ Goswami’s disciples, Bhaktivinoda T. hākura and confirmed
in Bāghnāpād. ā-sampradāya o Vais.n. ava Sāhitya, 529-31.
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like Rasikamohana Vidyābhūs.an. a and Sundarananda Vidyavinode pro-
duced numerous works on various subjects relating to the history and
philosophy of Caitanya Vais.n. avism. Bimanbihari Majumdar’s work,
though appearing towards the end of this period or even after it had
ended, should also be included in this company. His seminal study of
the materials available for constructing the life of Śrı̄ Caitanya is now a
classic in Caitanyite studies. The field is almost too vast to describe and
much of the literary output remains unknown or has been lost.

Along with the production and publication of new works on Cai-
tanya Vais.n. avism in Bengali and Sanskrit, the period witnessed the re-
peated, almost periodic, publication of the major scriptural source texts
of Caitanya Vais.n. avism, beginning in the 1880s with the publications
of the works of the Gosvāmins with major commentaries and Bengali
translations by Rāmanārāyan. a Vidyāratna at Barahampura in the Mur-
shidabad District of Bengal. That body of publications was reissued
in several newer editions by Rāmanārāyan. a’s son, Rāmadeva Miśra,
even into the 1930s. The canon was again published by Nityasvarupa
Brahmacari from Vrindaban in Devanagari script in the early years of
the 20th Century and again in the 1930s and 1940s by Haridāsa Dāsa
Bābā from Navadvı̄pa in Bengali script with Bengali translations. In
the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, Kr.s.n. adāsa Bābā began the process all over
again publishing the whole canon and then some in Devanagari script
with Hindi translations while simultaneously Puridāsa Mahāśaya pub-
lished the canon with verse indices and notations on variant readings
and manuscript sources in Bengali script. Finally, Haridasa Sastri pub-
lished the whole canon again in the 1970s and 1980s, also in Devanagari
script with Hindi translations and largely based on the previous editions
of Kr.s.n. adāsa Bābā whom he had previously assisted in the earlier publi-
cations. No doubt the repeated publication and therefore easy availabil-
ity of the original scriptural texts of the Caitanya tradition in all of these
editions contributed greatly to the renaissance of Vais.n. ava literature in
the first half of the 20th century.

Though he entered the field rather late, his first book called The True
Nature and Religion of the Living Being (Jı̄ver Svarūpa o Svadharma) came
out in 1934, Śrı̄ Kanupriya Goswami became even in this field of literati
one of the most respected writers of the writer/theologians of the Cai-
tanyite renaissance. The short work presented in translation here, based
on a series of lectures he gave towards the end of his life, gives only a
brief introduction to the thought of this master of his tradition. Nev-
ertheless, many of the main themes of his larger body of work can be
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found briefly expressed in this short text.

A Short Biography of the Author

Śrı̄ Kanupriya Goswami was born in north Kolkata in 1891 on the
street that is now known as Vivekananda Road. His father’s name was
Surendranath Goswami and his mother’s name was Vindhyavasini Devi.
He was born into an old, respected Vais.n. ava family that traces its ances-
try back to some of the famous companions and followers of Śrı̄ Cai-
tanya. Kanupriya was a member of the eleventh generation from Kānu
T. hākura (16th-17th centuries) who was the grandson of Sadāśiva Kavirāja,
a direct companion of Śrı̄ Caitanya. Sadāśiva Kavirāja and his son and
grandson are mentioned in several of the old hagiographies of Śrı̄ Cai-
tanya and a short Sanskrit hymn praising Śrı̄ Caitanya in fifteen verses
survives in Sadāśiva’s name.6 His son was Purus.ottama Dāsa, another
leader and writer of the early movement,7 and Purus.ottama’s son was
Kānu T. hākura, another important member of the early Caitanya move-
ment and a composer of numerous Bengali songs.8 For instance, the
last of the biographies of Śrı̄ Caitanya, the Immortal Acts of Śrı̄ Caitanya
(Śrı̄caitanya-caritāmr. ta) (completed in about 1612) by Kr.s.n. adāsa Kavirāja
we find this:

Śrı̄ Sadāśiva Kavirāja was a very great being.
And Śrı̄ Purus.ottama Dāsa was his son.
From birth he was intent on serving Nityānanda’s feet.
He ceaselessly enacted childhood sports with Kr.s.n. a.
His son was the great soul Śrı̄ Kānu T. hākura.
In his body resided the ambrosia of love of Kr.s.n. a.9

6The hymn is entitled the Fourteen on the Unusual Son of Śacı̄ (Caitanya) (Śrı̄ Śrı̄
Śacı̄nandana-vilaks.an. a-caturdaśakam) and is printed in Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Caitanyacandrodaye Viśis. t.a
Tārakātraya by Sundarananda Vidyavinode, 26-48. It is written using verbs in the present
tense which indicates that it was written during the lifetime of Caitanya.

7Purus.ottama is best known for his compendium of important verses from the
Bhāgavata Purān. a strung together with his connecting statements and comments. It is
called the Collection of the Essential Principles of Bhakti for Hari (Śrı̄ Hari-bhakti-tattva-sāra-
saṅgraha).

8Kānu T. hākura’s songs are found scattered throughout the numerous collections of
Vais.n. ava songs that were created in the 17th and 18th centuries.

9Kr.s.n. adāsa Kavirāja, Śrı̄ Caitanya-caritāmr. ta, 1.11.38-40.
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Although Kanupriya was thus born in such a distinguished family
in the Vais.n. ava community, it was the quality and depth of his writ-
ing that brought him the greatest recognition and respect. It comes as
something of a surprise then when one learns from his nephew that he
had no formal education.10 He never attended any school or college.
His nephew, Kishoraray Goswami, whose short essay on Kanupriya’s
life is half hagiography, points to this fact as miraculous evidence of
Kanupriya Goswami’s high level of religious attainment in his previous
life. Though it may be true that Kanupriya never went to school for-
mally and was to a large degree self-taught, it is hard to believe that his
father did not either teach him himself or hire a tutor for him when he
was a young boy. Kanupriya’s knowledge of the scriptures of the Cai-
tanya tradition, especially the Bhāgavata Purān. a, the Bhagavad-gı̄tā, and
the writings of the Gosvāmins of Vr.ndāvana, was indeed enormous and
his writing style in Bengali was complex, sophisticated, and grammati-
cally correct.

His fame became established with the appearance of his first book,
the True Nature and Religion of the Living Being in 1934. It had been pub-
lished serially in a popular Vais.n. ava journal, Śrı̄ Śyāmasundara Patrikā
(The Journal of Śyāmasundara [Dark-beautiful Kr.s.n. a]), edited by an-
other well known Vais.n. ava savant and writer of the renaissance, Śrı̄
Prān. agopāla Goswami of Navadvı̄pa. His cogent and logical presen-
tation of some of the fundamental beliefs about the nature of human
life, on the backdrop of the universal drama of life, and about the pur-
pose of human life in cultivating its truer inner nature in relationship
with the divine was warmly received by a populace that was troubled
by the political unrest of the struggle for independence and unsettled by
modern philosophies and ideologies like historical materialism, . It was
his second book, however, that really brought him to prominence. His
second book was entitled the Thought-jewel of the Holy Name (Śrı̄ Nāma-
cintāman. i) (1943) was an even greater success than his first. It was an
elaborate apologetics on the power of the divine name, an important
aspect of Caitanya Vais.n. ava theology, again presented in a cogent and
logical way with numerous examples and analogies drawn from the or-
dinary, familiar lives of his Bengali audience. As a result of the success of
that book, Kanupriya Goswami was given the title of “Teacher of the Sci-
ence of the Divine Name” by other Vais.n. ava writers and groups of the
time. The rest of Kanupriya’s books were in some way centered around

10Kishoraray Goswami, Śrı̄ Nāmāśraye jı̄vana theke nitya jı̄vane Jaya Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Gaurarāyahari,
6.
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his book on the holy name. Two more volumes of the Thought-jewel came
out eventually and two other books, A Small Piece of the Mystery of Bhakti
and A Small Drop of the Mystery of Passionate Bhakti, both rather large in
size, which the author introduces as texts meant to be read as introduc-
tions to his work on the holy name. Thus, Kanupriya produced six ma-
jor texts in Bengali with numerous citations from the Caitanya Vais.n. ava
scriptures and a series of essays edited by his nephews that were based
on his lectures delivered at various times and in various places. In the
course of all these books and lectures, Kanupriya Goswami presents a
reasonably well-argued and scripturally based theology of the Caitanya
tradition. Taken all together, in fact, his books present a relatively com-
plete and authentic course in the worldview, philosophical orientation,
and practices of the modern Caitanya Vais.n. avism.

Though Kanupriya Goswami never formally became an renunciant,
he lived a life of simple renunciation, austerity and religious practice. He
never married. He devoted his full attention to the sacred image that he
worshiped throughout his life, an ancient painting of Śrı̄ Caitanya that
he inherited from his father. The image’s name is Śrı̄ Gaurarāya, another
name for Śrı̄ Caitanya and is the combined form of Śrı̄ Caitanya and Śrı̄
Kr.s.n. a. It is Caitanya but portrayed with some of the traits of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a,
such as his famous flute. For all intents and purposes Śrı̄ Gaurarāya was
his family. His life was largely devoted to the daily worship and service
of Śrı̄ Gaurarāya, the study of the sacred texts of his tradition, private
worship (bhajana) and the writing of books and giving of lectures and
speeches on holidays and special occasions. He passed away in 1975.

Theology in the Modern Caitanya Vais.n. ava Con-
text

What does theology mean when applied to the works of writers like
Śrı̄ Kanupriya Goswami in the context of the modern world? Obviously,
theology does not mean the academic study of theology. Writers like
Kanupriya were never trained nor did they study in any academic insti-
tution or environment. As far as I know there are no institutions in ex-
istence that are for the Caitanya tradition what seminaries and yeshivas
are for the Christian and Jewish traditions. For writers like him theology
was a part of their religious practices. One of the forms of practice that
is prominent among followers of the Caitanya tradition, and indeed of
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many of the bhakti traditions of North India, is Kr.s.n. a-kathā, participat-
ing in discourses on, discussions, narrations, textual recitations, and elu-
cidations of the mythical story and character of Kr.s.n. a. It is a form of oral
and aural meditation and the source of deep emotional and sometimes
ecstatic responses in the audience. Such experiences are called rasa or
bhakti-rasa and are much sought after in the tradition. This practice nat-
urally extends to all of Kr.s.n. a’s descents or avatāras. Thus, discourses on
Śrı̄ Caitanya, who is believed to be a descent of Kr.s.n. a, are also included
in the practice of Kr.s.n. a-kathā.

One might expect that amateur theologians like Kanupriya Goswami
might lack the philosophical sophistication of their counterparts in the
West who were trained in the monasteries and great universities of Eu-
rope and the madrasas of Northen Africa and the Middle East. Just as
the great Christian, Jewish, and Muslim theologians drew heavily upon
Greek (Plato, Aristotle, etc.) and Roman philosophers (Plotinus, etc.),
Hindu theologians had a rich fund of traditional Sanskrit learning and
philosophical reflections to draw upon. Thus, when discussing epis-
temology and when framing valid syllogisms, writers like Kanupriya
could draw upon the discussions of the schools of ancient logicians (Nai-
yāyikas) and Vedāntins (those who dealt most directly with the Upani-
s.adic texts), as he does, for instance, in the opening sections of book,
A Small Piece of the Mystery of Bhakti.11 When discussing and apply-
ing hermeneutics to various verses of the Upanis.ads and the Bhāgavata
Purān. a they could turn to techniques developed in the early school of
Mı̄mām. sā to aid in the interpretation of Vedic texts. When discussing
aesthetics, there was the rich tradition of Sanskrit aesthetics stretching
back a thousand years, especially relating to the aesthetic experience
(rasa), to draw on. It is not even necessary for Kanupriya to be aware
of the ultimate sources of the ideas and methodologies he is using to be
able to apply them properly to the problems at hand. Three thousand
years of unbroken and self-reflexive tradition comes to the aid of writers
like Kanupriya Goswami like that extra pair of arms so often included
in the iconic images of Vis.n. u.

1. What conventions does he observe in constructing and presenting
his theology within his tradition?

2. What is the theology of that KG presents?

11
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(a) The metaphor of power and possessor of power.

(b) The different types of power.

(c) The pleasure-giving power (hlādinı̄-śakti) which draws deity
to living being like a bee to a flower.

(d) Bhakti as a manifestation of the pleasure-giving power.

3. Where does his theology of the holy name fit in?

4. CV theology as an example of a variety of panentheism.

The Power and Province of Saṅga

1. KG frames his discussion of CV around the concept or phenomenon
of saṅga in these lectures.

2. What is saṅga?

3. How does it spread bhakti?

4. Memes?

5. Is the spreading of a disease or infection a workable or proper
metaphor here for the spreading of bhakti?

6. The power of the model.

7. The imitation of a model as the root understanding of the nature
of religious cultivation.

8. Note the fine line KG must walk here in order to be both inclusive
and exclusive at the same time.

Conventions Observed in this Translation

1. The use of KG’s Bengali translations of the Sanskrit verses instead
of my own direct translations, because he often promotes a specific
interpretation of the verse or passage in quesiton and that interpre-
tation is important to his argument.
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2. Use of the English word “threads” instead of “qualities” for the
Sanskrit word gun. a.

3. Justification for the different translations of the types of threads
(transparent, translucent, and opaque instead of goodness, passion
and darkness).

4. Propriety of translating jñānin as gnostic and jñāna as gnosis. Pos-
sible confusion introduced because specific associations of those
words in the western religions.
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Bengali Editor’s
Introduction

I consider the primary cause of the appearance of the present book
before the eyes of the people of the world to be the auspicious will and
unbounded compassion of Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Gaurarāyahari12 And, for his special
grace on this fallen soul, I wish before all else to offer my obeisance at
his lotus-like feet—the reservoir of all his blessings.

I think there is a special need on the part of this humble soul to offer
a few very brief comments on the history and purpose of the editing and
publishing of this book.

The speaker of all the materials of this book is my most honorable
[uncle] Śrı̄mat Kānupriya Goswami—whose many written works, which
are full of fundamental research and the conclusions of scripture, books
such as The True Nature and Function of the Living Being (Jı̄ver Svarūpa
o Svadharma), The Thought-jewel of the Holy Name (Śrı̄ Nāma-cintāman. i), A
Small Particle of the Secret of Bhakti (Śrı̄ Bhakti-rahasya-kan. ikā), and so forth,
are well known to many good folk in the Vais.n. ava world and are stud-
ied and highly respected by them. It seems hardly necessary to point
out the futility of an insignificant person like me giving an introduction
to someone like him.

I will only humbly present, in the next few pages, what little needs
to be said concerning the history and beginnings of the materials I have
collected together and edited into the form of these essays, now issued

12This is the name of the sacred image worshiped by the author, Śrı̄ Kanupriya
Goswami, and his nephew, Gaurarāya Dāsa Goswami, the collector and editor of this col-
lection of his uncle’s lectures.

xix
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in the form of a book, entirely on the basis of subjects collected from his
lectures on Hari.

At present13 most revered Goswami Prabhu has lived in his āśrama-
house near the bank of the Ganges in the holy abode of Navadvı̄pa and
has remained wholeheartedly engaged in the daily worship of his sa-
cred image Śrı̄ Gaurarāyahari, one year after another for twenty years.
This many people know. People from the surrounding area also know
about the regular lectures that he gives in the courtyard of his āśrama-
house in observance of every special holy day, before an audience of
sādhus and good folk, on the methods and goals that are founded on
the teachings of the Śrı̄ Gaudı̄ta Vais.n. ava tradition, and especially on
principles and greatness of the holy names. They also know how many
people, hearing those lectures, feel themselves greatly edified and filled
with an indescribable joy. I have myself on many occasions been fortu-
nate enough to be present in that āśrama when he was delivering those
lectures. Realizing the special usefulness of all those priceless lectures
in bestowing superb guidance for travellers on the path of the highests
goal and in pointing out the means of obtaining the greatest peace in
the midst of the inhospitable conditions of the present time, I am always
carefully keeping notes of all the subjects I have heard. It is not possi-
ble to keep any written account of all the lectures that Śrı̄mat Goswami
Prabhu has given to date. Whether or not someone else among his circle
of listeners (audience) has made any efforts in this matter, I do not know.
Though all those lectures, which are very sweet and which are enlivened
by the force of his own deep feelings, along with their fine conclusions
on many matters that very difficult to understand and their analysis of
considerations and arguments that is quite appropriate for the present
age, are most useful and enjoyable for the broader general public, since
there is no suitable arrangement to make them available, they will re-
main engraved in the memories of a few bright people for a while and
then in the end will disappear beyond time’s veil into the unknown. I
find this to be a truly painful and lamentable matter.

For the present world which is scorched by the torments of the Age
of Kali, all of his lectures are like a great, powerful medicine, which
has issued from his heart by the impetus of Śrı̄ Gaura. They seem as
if they have appeared almost on their own. If one were able to put all

13This book was published in 1970. So the editor of the Bengali text wrote this introduc-
tion in 1969 or 1970. At that time, Śrı̄ Kanupriya Goswami was still alive. The translator of
this work also met Goswami several years later in 1974 at his house in Navadvı̄pa.
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those lectures into the form of an essay and publish it as a book, then
it would have a less fleeting existence. This was how I considered it, at
least within my own deliberations. How others may think about it or
accept it, I have no way knowing. On this matter, everyone has his own
an independent way of thinking about it.

For this reason there is this effort on the part of someone as low and
ignorant as me, even though I am unqualified in every way—yet I per-
ceive that in the midst of this there is the impetus of the grace of most
compassionate Śrı̄ Gaurahari on this poor soul. The first fruit of this in-
significant person’s labors is the publication of the present essay in the
form of a book.

In my editing of all the lectures into the form of an essay, I have tried
as much as possible to keep it unchanged and to keep the words he used
in particular places undisturbed. Nevertheless, at the time of my turning
them into an essay it is not unexpected that some errors, inadvertent
mistakes, and such may have been introduced into it through my own
inexperience. If the audience of intelligent readers will please point out
any failing like that, I will with thanks endeavor to correct it. If there is
any need to inquire about some subject or inform me about something,
please write to the publisher’s address.

The present essay is a much altered, enlarged, and corrected version
of an essay that was published previously under the title “The Roots of
the Birth of Bhakti for Kr.s.n. a is Association with Holy Men” (Kr.s.n. abhakti
Janmamūla—Haya Sādhusaṅga) in various issues (14-2-69 to 14-8-69) of
the journal, Himādri. In the publication of that essay, because of many
flaws like printing mistakes, exclusions, the changing around of words
and sentences, it became practically incomprehensible. Also since the
essay was published in parts, absorbing its full meaning was difficult.
For all these reasons and especially because of being implored on the
necessity of its being reprinted in the form of a book in the opinion
of several sympathetic readers, the corrected essay is published as the
present book under the name “On Association with the Great Ones”
(Mahat-saṅga Prasaṅga).

There is another announcement. If this present book infuses a little
enthusiasm into the community of its good and intelligent readers, if
they perceive it as useful, if as a result of that they express an interest I
will be encouraged in this work. If that happens I will write this kind
of essay the brief notes of his other lectures which I have collected and
it will be possible to publish them gradually under the name of the “A
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Garland of Works of Speeches on the Lord” (Śrı̄bhāgavatı̄-vān. ı̄ Grantha-
mālā). Nourishing this hope, the present work, as an introduction, has
been selected as the first blossom of that garland. After this, the only
provisions on the path of fulfilling this great undertaking for someone
insignificant like me is the causeless grace of Śrı̄ Gaurahari and the bless-
ings and wellwishes of his bhaktas and, of course, the grace of Śrı̄ Guru;
this is for me my only source of strength.

Finally, there is this announcement: the entire responsibility for the
work of printing this book along with the burden of correcting its proofs
was undertaken with special enthusiasm by the retired librarian of the
municiple corporation of Calcutta, Śrı̄ Ahı̄ndranārāyan. a Śarmā Caud-
hurı̄. Without his help the publication of this book would not have been
possible. Therefore, feeling deeply indebed to him I pray only for the
complete prosperity and favorability of his worship at the feet of Śrı̄
Gaura.

Begging for the grace of the bhaktas,

the humble editor (Śrı̄ Gaurarayadas Goswami)

Śrı̄ Dolapūrn. imā, 1376 (1970), Śrı̄ Caitanyābda 484
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On Associating
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Chapter One

I praise him, the Lord, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. acaitanya, whose grace makes
even a lame person cross over a mountain and a mute person
recite the Vedas.14

Among all the embodied beings, the fleeting human body
is very rarely attained. Even then, meeting someone who is
dear to Vaikun. t.ha is even rarer still.15

At the beginning of this essay on the auspicious topic of the great
benefit and influence of contact with those few, very rare great souls, a
bit of clarity is needed concerning the causes of the conditions of misery,
consisting of bondage to the cycle of rebirth and redeath that is produced
by the adverse actions of embodied living beings who are beginning-
lessly turned away from Hari. In the Gı̄tā the Lord himself says:

Transparency, translucency, and opacity, the [three] threads
born out of Nature (Prakr.ti), bind the imperishable embod-
ied being to the body, Great-armed one.16

14Cc., 1.3.1:

p½�\ l¿yt� f{l\ m� kmAvty�QC~ � tm̂।

y(k� pA tmh\ v�d� k� 	Zc{t�ymF�rm̂।

15Bhāg., 11.2.29:

d� lBo mAn� qo d�ho d�EhnA\ "ZB½� r,।

t/AEp d� lB\ m�y� v{k� �WEþydfn\॥

16Bg., 14.5:

3
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Although by true nature a changeless, eternal, and deathless self, the
living being, beginninglessly turned away from Kr.s.n. a, is, through its
own adverse works, united by Māyā with a body made of the three
threads and as a result of that it wanders through the jungle of cyclic
material existence on the two feet of birth and death. From time with-
out beginning it wanders so. Therefore, becoming freed from connection
with those three threads, transparency and so forth, is the way for all the
living beings to be saved from fear, anxiety, unhappiness, and lamenta-
tion and to reach immortality. That is taught in the Gı̄tā, too:

Passing beyond these three threads that spring from the body,
the embodied being is freed from birth, death, old age, and
misery and becomes immortal.17

If one is to overcome those three threads, one needs at the root of
that endeavor the appropriate faith (śraddhā), since at the root of all of
the endeavors of living beings the presence of the appropriate type of
faith is necessary. The natural faith of the living being who is bound
by the three threads is in accordance with the different threads among
the three, transparency and so forth, and thus is of three types. By that
thread-induced faith the living being strives for a thread-bound object.
As [stated in the Gı̄tā]:

Threefold is the faith of embodied beings born of their na-
tures: transparent, translucent, and opaque. Hear of that
from me.18

Therefore, the faith that is needed as the basis of efforts to overcome
the three threads should be free of thread or thread-less (nirgun. a). Striv-
ing for a thread-less object is not produced by the natural, thread-bound

s�v\ rj-tm iEt g� ZA, þk� EtsMBvA,।

EnbðEt mhAbAho d�h� d�Ehnm&yym̂॥

17Bg., 14.20:

g� ZAn�tAntF(y /Fn̂ d�hF d�hsm� �vAn̂।

j�mm� (y� jrAd� ,K{Evm� Äo_m� tm�� t�।

18Bg., 17.2:

E/EvDA BvEt ��A d�EhnA\ sA -vBAvjA।

sAE�vkF rAjsF c{v tAmsF c�Et tA\ f� Z� ॥
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faith of the living being. The Lord himself says that by means of a par-
ticular kind of faith one strives for a particular kind of object:

Faith in matters of the higher self (knowledge, yoga, auster-
ity, etc.) is from transparency; faith in the rites (that bring
one to heaven and so forth) is from thread of translucency;
and faith in matters contrary to piety (or the law) is from the
thread of opacity. However, faith in my service is free of the
threads.19

Therefore at the root of an attempt to cultivate pure bhakti, free from
all the material threads and having the form of worship of the Lord, one
must have a thread-free faith relating to the Lord. By means of a faith
different from that, a faith influenced by the material threads, it is not
possible to strive to cultivate thread-free bhakti. For this reason, when
one obtains by some stroke of tremendous good luck thread-free faith,
one will be able to engage in the cultivation of bhakti for the Lord. And
by that bhakti one will easily become freed from the ropes made of the
three material threads.

For this reason, the Lord himself has pointed out the way that is the
best and the easiest for the living beings among all the other ways of
becoming freed from the ropes of Māyā’s three threads:

This divine Māyā of mine, composed of the threads, is very
difficult to cross beyond. Those who surrender to me cross
beyond this Māyā.20

Thus, the best way to cross over the difficult-to-cross, three-threaded
Māyā is bhakti defined as surrender only to the Lord. For the living be-
ing, who is a minute particle of consciousness under the control of Māyā,
taking shelter at the feet of the Lord, who is unlimited consciousness in

19Bhāg. 11.25.27:

sAE(vÈA@yAE(mkF ��A km��A t� rAjsF।

tAm-yDm� yA ��A m(s�vAyA\ t� Eng�ZA॥

20Bg., 7.14:

d{vF ��qA g� ZmyF mm mAyA d� r(yyA।

mAm�v y� þp��t� mAyAm�tA\ trE�t t�॥
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control of Māyā is the natural path to overcome Māyā. Nevertheless, as
long as at the root of that endeavor, thread-free faith in matters relating
to the Lord, has not been infused, even if the Lord himself instructs one
to adopt the bhakti of faith characterized by surrender, no living being
can take it up without that thread-free faith. Therefore it is seen that af-
ter giving instructions on topics of rites, knowledge, yoga, austerity, and
so forth, as his last order and highest instruction, the Lord himself, of-
fering freedom from fear to the living beings wandering about restlessly
on the path of mundance existence in repeated birth and death, calls out
to them with great emphasis to give up all other practices and simply
surrender to him:

Give up all other duties (dharmas) and surrender to me alone.
I will free you from all sins. Do not grieve.21

To respond to that call, however, one needs thread-free faith related
to the Lord. Without that no one can respond to that accentuated call.
Therefore, those engaged in rites, those cultivating knowledge, those
practicing yoga, and so forth, each according to his or her own respective
thread influenced faiths — whatever subject they are engaged in, they
remain endowed with faith in that subject. The reason for this is that
without being connected with thread-free faith, even the Lord’s own in-
vitation to take shelter with the Lord who is beyond all the threads is
useless — as long as along with that call one is not infused with thread-
free faith relating to the Lord.

In order to reveal this secret to all living beings befuddled by Māyā
with her three threads the Lord himself said:

Those situated in translucency, transparency, and opacity wor-
ship the gods and so forth, headed by Indra who delight in
translucency, transparency, and opacity. In that way they do
not worship me.22

21Bg., 18.66:

svDmAn̂ pEr(y>y mAm�k\ frZ\ v}j।

ah\ (vA\ svpAp�<yo mo"Ey	yAEm mA f� c,॥

22Bhāg. 11.21.32:

rj,s�vtmoEn¤A rj,s�vtmoj� q,।

upAst� i�dý m� HyAn̂ d�vAdFà tT{v mAm̂॥
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Therefore, one is able to understand this: the appearance or non-
appearance in a living being, who is under the control of māyā, of en-
gagement in thread-free bhakti for the Lord, which is the very best way
to gain freedom from worldly existence, has but one cause—the connec-
tion or lack thereof with a suitable thread-free faith in the Lord.

The sublime occurrence that is at the root of thread-free faith relating
to the Lord, or in other words, the one and only way to obtain bhakti for
the Lord, is association with and service of the great bhaktas of the Lord.

By contact with the saintly arise discussions, like medicines
for the heart and ear, that reveal my prowess. By enjoying
those, faith [ie., bhakti as practice preceded by faith], attrac-
tion [ie., bhakti feeling (bhāva)] , and bhakti [ie., bhakti as love
(preman)] towards [me], who am the path to final freedom,
quickly develop one after another.23

Now I will begin to discuss, as far as I am able, the nature and great-
ness of those rare great ones, the lovers of the Lord, who are the only
means to attain that very difficult to attain bhakti of the Lord.

Bhakti is primarily of two types: threaded and unthreaded. For the
embodied living being who is in the state of being threaded or bound by
the threads of transparency and so forth, deceit or ignorance must ex-
ist. Therefore, as long as that deceit continues, people in general are
inclined, in accordance with the threads and their operations, to en-
gage in efforts to achieve thread-bound enjoyment and liberation. In
the Caitanya-caritāmr. ta this point has been made:

That deceit that I call the opacity of ignorance
is the desire for piety, wealth, sense enjoyment and libera-

tion.
Among those the primary deceit is the desire for liberation.
Because of that bhakti for Kr.s.n. a disappears.24

23Bhāg. 3.25.24:

stA\ þs½A�mm vFys\Evdo

BvE�t ã(kZrsAyZA, kTA,।

t>joqZAdA�pvgv(mEn

��A rEtBEÄrn� �Em	yEt॥

24Kr.s.n. adāsa Kavirāja, Caitanya-caritāmr. ta (Cc), 1.1.50:
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The natural inclination towards the thread-free Lord or towards bhakti
for him in the form of service and so forth is unable to appear. Therefore,
in the thread-bound condition allowances are made in all the scriptures
for enjoyment and liberation, that is, the “four classes” centering around
piety, wealth, sense enjoyment, and liberation, so that one might gain
the greatest benefit possible in accordance with the threads. For that a
natural, thread-bound faith is useful for people in general.

Now, let’s briefly consider this subject a bit more. In the material
world generally speaking the “four classes,” also known as the “four
goals of human life” (purus. ārthas), are piety, wealth, and sensual plea-
sure within the category of enjoyment and, beyond those, liberation.
They are all related to the material threads. At the root of all the actions
of living beings is a faith born of their natures. By the translucent and
the opaque faiths, according to their natures, an interest in enjoyment
arises and by the transparent or illumined faith an interest in liberation
arises. But, bhakti is essentially thread-free. In a living being touched by
the threads, because of the absence of thread-free faith connected with
the Lord, an interest in or inclination towards thread-free behavior con-
nected with the Lord or pure bhakti does not arise.

In the Gı̄tā this is said with respect to the inclination towards material
or thread-bound things arisng from thread-induced faith:

The transparent or illumined worship the gods, the translu-
cent worship supernatural spirits [yaks.as and raks.as, semi-
divine beings] and the others, the opaque or unillumined
people, worship the dead, the ghosts.25

Though the faiths of the three threads is discussed in this place in the
Gı̄tā, thread-free faith is not mentioned. The thread-free faith in the form
of service to the Lord has been discussed in the previously cited verse
from the Bhāgavata Purān. a (3.25.24).

ajñānatamer nāma kahi ye kaitava
dharma, artha, kāma, moks.a-vāñchā ei sava
tār madhye moks.a-vāñchā kaitava pradhāna
yāhā haite Kr. s.n. abhakti haya antardhāna

25Bg., 17.4:

yj�t� sAE�vkA d�vAn̂ y"r"A\Es rAjsA,।

þ�tAn̂ B� tgZA\�A�y� yj�t� tAmsA jnA,॥
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Now the thing to know is that in order for the practices like rites,
knowledge, yoga, and penance and so forth, which are born out of thread-
induced faiths, to succeed, connection with bhakti is completely neces-
sary. For this reason the bhakti that is connected with the performance
of all those thread-bound practices so that they are brought to life and
made successful is known by the name “threaded bhakti” (sagun. a-bhakti).
That bhakti that is pure, free of the intention of achieveing one’s own
happiness, and has the sole objective of serving the Lord free of desire
is known as thread-free bhakti (nirgun. a-bhakti). Śrı̄ Rūpa in his Bhakti-
rasāmr. ta-sindhu has described it in this way:

All efforts or engagements of the body, mind and speech
for Kr.s.n. a if they are not antagonistic but completely favor-
able [towards him] are called bhakti. And if that bhakti is not
clouded by any other sort of desire or the quest for knowl-
edge or ritual success or something like that, and is com-
pletely unmixed then it is called the highest bhakti.26

When this supreme or pure bhakti arises, not even the slightest desire
for any thing else awakens in the devotee’s heart except for the desire to
meet the Lord in order to serve him.

That a connection with and the assistance of bhakti is necessary for
the success and invigoration of all the other forms of practice is under-
stood from the scriptures:

As all living beings thrive in the shelter of their mothers,
so do the successes (siddhi) thrive by connecting themselves
with bhakti.27

Therefore the author of the Caitanya-caritāmr. ta has revealed that same
idea in his book in many places:

26Rūpa Gosvāmin, Bhakti-rasāmr. ta-sindhu (Brs)., 1.1.11:

a�yAEBlAEqtAf� �y\ âAnkmA�nAv� t\।

aAn� k� Sy�n k� 	ZAn� fFln\ BEÄz�mA॥

27Gopāla Bhat.t.a, Hari-bhakti-vilāsa, 11.569:

jFvE�t j�tv, sv� yTA mAtrmAE�tA,।

tTA BEÄ\ smAE�(y svA jFvE�t Es�y,॥
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Without bhakti no practice is able to produce any result
All results bestows bhakti, independent and powerful.28

“Rituals, yoga, and knowledge look to the face of bhakti.” Therefore,
if any performance of the four classes [of human activity] is done with-
out bhakti, it will not produce results. For this there is much evidence in
the scriptures. Though bhakti is manifested in both forms, thread-bound
and unthreaded, in actuality they are both the same bhakti. It is just like
a mother who has two conditions, one as a servant of Kr.s.n. a and the
other as the protector of her children. The servant of Kr.s.n. a form is her
bright and shining, pure condition. And again in the process of caring
for her children her caring for them requires her to do unclean things
sometimes and thus she is seen in an impure form through contact with
the impure. In that way too even bhakti, though by nature pure, appears
as unthreaded or threaded because of being pure or impure in accor-
dance with whether the intention of its possessor is “for Kr.s.n. a” or “for
myself.” When connected with the threads it does not bring about the
appearance of its main result which is unthreaded preman-bhakti. Rather,
being by nature like a desire-fulfilling tree, in its threaded form it joins
itself with the various means and practices to achieve the desires of the
living beings such as enjoyment, liberation, and the supernatural pow-
ers and thus only bestows its secondary results — it invigorates those
various means or practices.

On the other hand, if that unthreaded source of faith in the Lord, self-
manifesting bhakti or Bhāgavata-dharma (the characteristic trait of a lover
of Bhagavān, the Lord) is not infused into the living being itself by its
own grace through the medium of association with unmotivated great
ones, then it cannot be attained even with the thousands of practices like
rituals, knowledge and so forth that are touched by the threads. There-
fore, that most beneficial kr. s.n. a-bhakti, which beyond all human effort, is
very rarely attained.

Through the path of knowledge liberation is easily attained
and enjoyments like heaven and so forth through sacrifices
and other pious acts. But this [self-revealing] bhakti to Hari

28Cc., 2.24.65:

bhakti vinā kono sādhana dite nāre phala
sarba phala dey bhakti svatantra prabala
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is very hard to attain even with thousands of that sort of
threaded practices.29

Therefore it has been determined that the main result of bhakti to the
Lord is the appearance of love for the Supreme Lord Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a and its
secondary or subsidiary result is success in the four classes (caturvarga)
of human endeavor. This is known from the scriptures:

Whatever results are attainable through sacrificial rites, penance,
knowledge, renunciation, the eightfold yoga system, charity,
and even other beneficial practices my bhakta quickly attains
through bhakti to me, even heaven, liberation, and my own
abode, if somehow, though my bhakta does not desire them,
he has even a little desire for them because they may be fa-
vorable to his worship [of me].30

This unthreaded or pure bhakti is also known as perfected by nature,
the highest, singular, unmixed, unadultered, and so forth. There is only
one way for it to be planted in the heart of a living being — the finest
association with and mercy of the great bhaktas, that is, of the saintly
ones, and of the discussions of Hari that arise from that. That sort of
association is called “uncaused” (ahaituka) which is to say that it is not
attained as a result of one’s own ability, wealth, or effots.

Some people through some special good fortune attained by
chance or, in other words, by association with and the grace
of a bhakta of the Lord, have developed faith in discussions
of the Lord’s names, qualities, forms, and sports and are not
overly detached from rituals and their results, thinking them

29Brs., 1.1.36:

âAnt, s� lBA m� EÄB�EÄyâAEdp� �yt,।

s�y\ sADnsAhú{hErBEÄ, s� d� lBA॥

30Bhāg., 11.20.32-33:

y(kmEBy�psA âAnv{rA�t� yt̂।

yog�n dAnDm�Z ��yoEBErtr{rEp॥

sv� m�EÄyog�n m�Äo lBt�_ÒsA।

-vgApvg� m�Am kTEÑ�Ed vA�CEt॥
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illusory like those desiring liberation, nor are they, on the
other hand, overly attached to them like those who desire
enjoyment from them. For such people bhakti brings about
success [that is, it bestows love (preman)].31

One can supply an example here. It is like how in the ordinary world
one can acquire, in exchange for an adequate amount of money, silver,
gold, ordinary jewels and precious stones at a shop. But one cannot ac-
quire the truly rare jewels like the Kaustubha, Syamantaka, or Kohinor
there. Even if one can pay an adequate amount of money, those rare jew-
els cannot be bought. Those priceless gems are things rightfully enjoyed
by emperors and kings of kings. Only through such an emperor’s dear
friends and by their grace is one able to acquire those kinds of jewels.
Pure bhakti is like a great jewel, too. Apart from the compassion of one
of the Lord’s dear friends there is no other way to obtain that jewel.

The difference between bhakti in its threaded and unthreaded forms
can be understood from Kapila’s teachings to his mother Devahūti. First
he talks about threaded bhakti:

Bhakti-yoga is recognized to be of many types by its different
paths, noble lady. Its state is variegated by the manner of the
threads and nature of the human beings [who practice it].32

Then thread-free bhakti is described. Just like pure stream of the
Gaṅgā, the purifier of the fallen, arising from its source in Gomukhı̄
flows down in a thousand streams and purifies everything and every-
one who touches it, so do the streams of pure bhakti, originating from
the eternal companions of the Lord in his eternal abode, appear in this

31Bhāg., 11.20.8:

yd� QCyA m(kTAdO jAt��-t� y, p� mAn̂।

n EnEv�o nAEtsÄo BEÄyogo_-y EsE�d,॥

The phrase yadr. cchayā, “by chance,” in this verse is glossed by “somehow by the appear-
ance of some good fortune born of the completely independent grace of and association
with a bhakta of the Lord,” k�nAEp prm-vt�/Bgv�Äs½t(k� pAjAtm½lody�n, in the Bhakti-
sandarbha of Śrı̄ Jı̄va.

32Bhāg., 3.29.7:

BEÄyogo bh� EvDo mAg{BAEvEn BA&yt�।

-vBAvg� ZmAg�Z p�\sA\ BAvo EvEB�t�॥
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universe produced by Māyā through the lineal successions of the great
ones and infuse the hearts of living beings with pure bhakti whose root
is faith connected with the Lord.

Just as the Gaṅgā flows in a stream of pure water without
ceasation down to the sea, the mind moves without interrup-
tion, by the mere hearing of my qualities, to me who am in
the hearts of all. Such is the definition put forward of thread-
free bhakti-yoga, bhakti for the Supreme Person which is not
shrouded by knowledge, rituals and so forth and which is
not performed for any other purpose.33

The definition of the highest bhakti that is given in the Nārada-pañca-
rātra is not in any way different from the definition of pure or the highest
bhakti described by Rūpa Gosvāmin in his verse beginning anyābhilāsitā-
śūnyam. For instance:

That service of Hr.s. ı̄keśa (Kr.s.n. a) by means of the senses that
is free of all qualifications [free of all desires for enjoyment in
this world and the next] and that, being linked only with the
desire to please Kr.s.n. a alone, is pure [unshrouded by knowl-
edge, rites, and so forth], is the highest bhakti.34

Therefore, that highest bhakti or pure bhakti which is the very core
of the consciousness power (sam. vit) intimately united with the core of
the pleasure power within the essential powers (svarūpa-śakti)35 cannot
be any part of this deadened world of Māyā. That self-revealing dharma

33Bhāg., 3.29.11-12:

m�� Z�� EtmA/�Z mEy svg� hAfy�।

mnogEtrEvEQCàA yTA g½AMBso_Mb� DO॥

l"Z\ BEÄyog-y Eng�Z-y �� dAãtm̂।

ah{t� È&yvEhtA yA BEÄ, p� zqo�m�॥

34Nārada-pañcarātra cited at Brs, 1.1.11-12:

svopAEDEvEnm�Ä\ t(pr(v�n Enml\।

ãqFk�Z ãqFk�fs�vn\ BEÄz�mA॥

35The phrase that defines bhakti in the Caitanya tradition is: hlādinı̄-sāra-samaveta-sam. vit-
sāra-rūpā, “the essence or core of consciousness [power] united with the essence or core of
pleasure [power].” See Baladeva, for instance, Siddhānta-ratna, para. 38. [Trans.]
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of the Lord in the form of waves of bhakti, in order to enlarge the ulti-
mate good fortune of living beings, who are bound beginninglessly to
this world, flows in one stream from Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a to Brahmā, from Brahmā
to Nārada and from Nārada to Vyāsa, Śuka and so forth, and also in
another stream in the lineage from Saṅkars.an. a to the Catuh. sana, to Sāṅ-
khyāyana, Parāśara, Maitreya, Vidura and so forth. Then, both streams
uniting into one in Śuka’s words and gushing up like a fountain of
the highest nectar in the presence of thousands and thousands of seers,
brāhman. a-seers, king-seers, great seers, god-seers, and seers of Brah-
man in the assembly occasioned by King Parı̄ks.it’s sitting down in his
fast unto death, it ceaselessly flows in this phenomenal world through
channels in the form of the successions of pure bhakta. The simultaneous
conjunction of these two causes — the most elevated contact with the
successions in the form of unmotivated association with the great ones
(1) and hearing discussions of Hari, like streams of the Gaṅgā, from the
mouths of those saintly ones (2) — infuses pure bhakti into the hearts of
living beings. This subject was mentioned previously in the verse begin-
ning satām. prasaṅgān mama vı̄ryasam. vidah. .

The living being is beginninglessly turned away from Hari and struck
low by Māyā through the beguilement of ignorance, has forgotten its
true self-nature and confuses itself with the lumpen body. As a result
of that, it becomes blinded by illusions in the form of the subtle traces
or residual desires (vāsanā) for material objects. Therefore, when the liv-
ing being is in that state of identification with matter, its own essential
and innate condition as a servant of Kr.s.n. a is not revealed. Just as at the
touch of the morning’s rays of light in the form of contact with the great
ones, a lotus flower gradually begins to blossom in the light of day, so
does the lotus of the living being’s heart, in which, after the beginning-
less darkness of ignorance is destroyed, a sense of being a servant of
Kr.s.n. a or of being turned toward Kr.s.n. a awakens. It is said: matsmr. tih.
sādhusevayā,36 “from contact with and service of the saintly, a living be-
ing’s recollection of Kr.s.n. a, lost for an eternity, is awakened.” In this way
a living being who has turned towards Kr.s.n. a is transformed into a pure
living being. In that state, pure bhakti in the form of stories of Kr.s.n. a
arising from contact with the great is passed into the pure heart of the
living being and finally, like nectar suffusing a lotus flower, the heart of
the living being is infused with the honey of divine love (preman), which
is the only thing enjoyed by that bumblebee Kr.s.n. a.

36Bhāg., 11.11.45.
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A small pot that is upside down in a rainstorm is at first, by the force
of the rain, turned rightside up and then along with that is filled by the
rain showers. But when water falls on the pot in its upside down condi-
tion, though the dirt on its outside is surely cleansed away, it is not filled
with water. In a similar way when one has contact with stories about
Kr.s.n. a in some other fashion, not through contact with the saintly, the
exterior impurities of the heart are indeed removed. But one only gets
the secondary results of that in the form of the four groups [of goals,
that is, of piety, wealth, sense enjoyment and liberation]. As a result of
contact with the saintly, however,like a pot being straightened up by the
rain, the operations of the heart of the living being are changed from
being beginninglessly turned away from the Lord to being turned to-
wards the Lord and in the showers of pure bhakti in the form of stories
about Kr.s.n. a from the mouths of the saintly, the vessel of the heart, start-
ing with faith and so forth, becomes filled with the water of thread-free
bhakti. The destruction of the border-line living being’s identification
with matter and the living being’s becoming identified with the Lord’s
essential power (svarūpa-śakti) through pure bhakti is the benefit of all
benefits — the highest attainment of all attainments. This can only oc-
cur from happenstance conjunction of two causes simultaneously — the
instrumental cause of contact with the saintly and the material cause of
stories about Kr.s.n. a [heard in that company].

Practically speaking apart from the conjunction of contact
with the saintly and the bhakti-yoga of hearing and praising
that comes from that, there is no other way to attain bhakti. I
am the only shelter of the saintly.37

37Bhāg., 11.11.48:

þAy�Z BEÄyog�n s(s½�n Evno�v।

nopAyo Ev�t� sMy?þAyZ\ stAmhm̂॥
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“Association with the saintly is the source of the birth of bhakti for
Kr.s.n. a.”38 By this statement, association with the saintly (sādhu-saṅga)
is said to be the root of birth of bhakti for Kr.s.n. a. Therefore, it is first
necessary to discuss to some degree the nature of the saintly or great
ones, that is, to ascertain their essential defining characteristics.

Just as in the case of the knower, knowledge and the thing known,
by the conjunction of those three with each other, each of the three is
known. In the presence of one of them the presence of the other two
is unavoidable. In the same way the bhakta, bhakti, and Bhagavān (the
Lord) have an unbreakable connection with each other. Therefore, wher-
ever the bhakta is, there is bhakti in the form of discussions about Hari.
And wherever bhakti is, there Bhagavān is certain to be present too.
Therefore, there is an inseparable connection between these three. These
three are one and one is these three. And the co-existence of these three
together is known in the world as Bhāgavata-dharma, the law of the
Lord.

Though discussions of Hari or talks about the names, the forms, the
qualities, and the sports of Bhagavān are not different from him, there is
in a special sense a principle of eternal non-difference between the holy
named and the holy name. It is like a chickpea inside its skin. Though
from the outside with the skin on, it appears to be one, inside the skin
the existence of two peas is well known. In the same way in the cover-
ing of the skin of truth (tattva) the holy named and the holy name are
non-different. Even so, freed from their covering they each exist sepa-
rately. For the two peas in their skin there is no way to determine whose
function it is to bud and so forth and thus those functions are perceived

38Cc., 2.22.48: kr. s.n. abhakti janmamūla haya sādhusaṅga.
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as simultaneously accomplished by both. In the same way the functions
of endless creation and so forth are understood to be accomplished from
both the natures of the holy named and holy name together.

Therefore, Brahman or Kr.s.n. a and the pran. ava or the name of Kr.s.n. a
that are mentioned in Śruti — the Named and the Name — to both of
those is non-different agency assigned. Brahman and the conveyor of
Brahman, the pran. ava (om. ), since the two are principles that are not dif-
ferent from each other, what all of the Śruti say about Brahman in pas-
sages like: sarvam. khalvidam. brahma,39 “all this is Brahman,” they also
say about the conveyor of Brahman in passages like omitı̄dam. sarvam,40

“om is all this,” and omityetadaks.aramidam. sarvam,41 “the syllable om is
all this.” In relationship to this non-difference, an even clearer statement
exists in Śruti:

This syllable [om. ]42 is Brahman; this syllable is the highest.
Knowing this syllable, whatever one desires one achieves.43

The Brahman, or the principle of non-dual knowledge (advaya-jñāna-
tattve), mentioned in Śruti is manifested in two ways: it is either with
or without qualification. Brahman with qualification is Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a, cov-
ered over by indirect statement.44 Brahman without qualification is Śrı̄
Kr.s.n. a’s bodily glow. Therefore, he is the foundation or resting place of
Brahman. In the Gı̄tā, there is Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a’s own statement on the matter:
brahman. o hi pratis. t.hāham, “I am the foundation or ground of Brahman
without qualification.”

Therefore, when Brahman, the subject of speech, and the speech that
conveys it, the pran. ava or om. kāra, are said to be non-different, then too
the subject of speech, the Named, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a, and the speech that conveys
him, the Name of Kr.s.n. a or the holy name, should also be understood to
be non-different. Bhagavān and the name of Bhagavān are non-different

39Chānd. U., 3.14.1.
40Tait. U., 1.7.
41Mān. d. ukya U., 1.
42aks.ara, also “imperishable.”
43Kāt.haka U., 2.16:

et��vA"r\ b}� et��vA"r\ prm̂।

et��vA"r\ âA(vA yo yEdQCEt t-y tt̂॥

44Śruti (Gopāla-tāpanı̄ ?): k� 	Zo b}�{v fA�tm̂, “Kr.s.n. a is eternal Brahman itself.”
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as has been made well-known in all scriptures. Take for instance the
Padma Purān. a: abhinnatvān nāma-nāmino, “because of the non-difference
of the Name and the Named.” There is a detailed discussion of this sub-
ject in the first section of my Nāma-cintāman. i (Thought-jewel of the Holy
Name).

Again, since Brahman is the unqualified manifestation of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a,
the pran. ava which conveys Brahman is the unqualified manifestation of
Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a’s name or, in another way to put it,] the pran. ava’s qualified
manifestation is the name of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a, the name of Bhagavān. This, too,
is understood from the evidence of scripture. Just as from the pran. ava
manifestation of the creation and of the Vedas and such is said to arise,
so too from the eighteen syllable mantra of Kr.s.n. a’s names,45 the entire
creation along with the Vedas and the rest are said to arise. In the Gopāla-
tāpanı̄ Upanis.ad and other Śruti texts that is found in a more detailed
manner.

Therefore from our deliberations on this subject so far this much
can be established: when the three, bhakta, bhakti, and Bhagavān are
found together in one place, then referring to it as “association with the
saintly,” one means the meeting together in one place of the three: the
bhakta, bhakti, and Bhagavān in his non-different nature as the holy name
and the holy named. And the meaning of “talks of Hari” from the lips
of a bhakta is talks about the names, forms, qualities, and sports of Hari.
Moreover, since the names are mentioned first, the names are then un-
derstood to be the most important of them all, the very whole [of which
the others are parts]. In addition, when the whole, the holy name, is
present, its limbs or parts in the form of the nine types of bhakti, headed
by hearing, praising, and so forth, and bhakti’s result, divine love (pre-
man), are also present along with it. This is the essential definition of
“the great” [in the phrase “association with the great,” mahat-saṅga]. In
other words, by contact with the “raiser of the dead” in the form of the
grace of the “great” in the combination of all those elements, the finest
spiritual nature is awakened in the living being suffering under māyā.
When that happens, pure bhakti, as discussions of Hari from the mouths
of the saintly, is infused into the heart of the purified living being. In the
gradual arising of that unthreaded (nirgun. a) bhakti, it appears in mind’s
states of unclean, clean, and fully clean as the bhakti of practice, the bhakti
of feeling, and the bhakti of love. The living being (jı̄va) is transformed
into a bhakta (devotee) and attaining immortality is made eternally for-

45The Gopāla-mantra.
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tunate. This begins by the conbination of being turned back towards
Kr.s.n. a and of hearing the holy names from the mouths of the saintly,
both of which result directly from association with the saintly, and then,
as a result of those, the nine forms of bhakti, beginning with hearing and
praising, appear and divine love arises gradually through the stages of
faith and so forth. Since the holy name which is non-different from the
holy named is present with the saintly, the holy name is worthy of being
considered a material cause of pure bhakti. Therefore, in the Caitanya-
caritāmr. ta it is said: sādhu-saṅga nāma vinā prema nāhi haya:46 “association
with the saintly does not become divine love without the holy name.”
In other words, association with the saintly is the intrumental cause of
divine love and the holy name is the material cause.

After this we have to discuss the “seed principle,” that is, the pri-
mary cause of the root of the birth of bhakti for Kr.s.n. a. Just as the seed
is the cause of the cause or the cause of the root of a tree, it is known
from scipture that the Named and the Name, in essence non-different
from each other, are simultaneously the seed of the root of the creation.
Therefore the Named and the Name are seen being described as the seed
principle in scripture. For instance [Kr.s.n. a says]:

Know me to be the eternal seed of all beings, son of Pr.thā.47

Again, in reference to the holy name there is a statement: “seed of
the tree of dharma.”48 Or, in the Caritāmr. ta: kr. s.n. a-nāma bı̄ja tāhe nā haya
aṅkara,49 “the seed of the holy name in him has not sprouted,” and bhakti-
latā bı̄ja, “the seed of the vine of bhakti.”

In the statement from Śruti, omitı̄dam. sarvam,50 “the om is all this,”
the indistinct name of Bhagavān is specified as the seed at the root of
creation. Again in the Brahma-sam. hitā, in the verse śabda-brahma-mayam.
ven. um. vādayantam. mukhāmbuje, “playing the flute made of sound-brahman

46Cc., 3.3.253. The text found in Dr. Radhagovinda Nath’s edition is slightly different:
sādhu-kr.pā nāma vine prema nāhi haya, “Without the grace of a holy one and the holy name,
divine love does not arise.”

47Bg, 7.10:

bFj\ mA\ svB� tAnA\ EvE� pAT snAtm̂।

48Padyāvalı̄, 19: bFj\ Dmdý � m-y
49Cc, 1.8.26.
50Tait. U., 1.7.
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with his lotus mouth ... ,” the presence through the flute, before the cre-
ation of the world by Brahmā, of the holy name and the holy named, in
their non-different essence, as the seed is established as is the agency of
the holy name in the creation of that world. In the previously mentioned
Gopāla-tāpanı̄ Kr.s.n. a’s name in the form of the eighteen-syllable mantra
is described as the seed of the entirety of the universe of rebirth or as the
cause of all and thus the supremacy of the name of Kr.s.n. a which is not
different from Kr.s.n. a in the causation of the creation is indicated. Not
only is it the cause or seed of the universe; the supremacy of the name
of Kr.s.n. a as the seed at the root of the creation from the pran. ava of the
gāyātrı̄ and from the gāyātrı̄ of the Vedas has been proclaimed in scrip-
ture. Though this requires a lengthy discussion, a little glimpse of this
subject can be had from the following quote:

Pran. ava, the great word, is an image of God.
From the pran. ava arise all the Vedas and the world.51

Therefore, from the seed of Kr.s.n. a’s name, which is non-different
from Kr.s.n. a, appears the entire universe along with the scriptures headed
by the Vedas. Also, although association with the saintly is said to be the
root of bhakti, the seed or first cause of that root is the presence of the holy
name in the saintly person’s heart and at the beginning of all discussions
about Hari heard from the lips of saintly perons.

Thus, this much is known from the essential definition of the saintly
or the great person, that through associating with the saintly it is possi-
ble to attain the simultaneously association with the bhakta, with bhakti,
and with the Lord (in the indistinguishable forms of Name and Named)
all together. Moreover, from the secondary definition, or the definition
based on a knowledge of the effects of a thing, it is known that from the
discussion of and hearing about the names, forms, qualities, and sports
of Hari through the words of the saintly ones pure bhakti is infused into
the hearts of the living beings.

“The living being’s true identity is eternal servant of Kr.s.n. a.”52 In ac-
cordance with this statement of the Caitanya-caritāmr. ta being a servant
of Kr.s.n. a is the living being’s eternal state of being, which, though eter-
nally remaining in the hearts of living beings deluded by māyā is not

51Cc., 2.6.158:
pran. ava se mahā-vākya ı̄śvarer mūrti
pran. ava haite sarva-veda jagater utpatti

52Cc, 2.20.101: jı̄ver svarūpa haya kr. s.n. er nityadāsa.
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capable of manifestation because of their being beginninglessly turned
away from him. By the influence of the association of the saintly the
state of turning towards Kr.s.n. a arises. When that happens the backward
conditions produced by ignorance: being an enjoyer (I am the enjoyer),
being the agent (I am the doer), and being the master (I am the master)
are erased from the hearts of the living beings and the pure awareness,
“I am the servant of Kr.s.n. a, not of anyone else,”53 arises. This is called
being turned towards Kr.s.n. a. This is the living being’s eternal, essential
nature. From the association and grace of the great ones that long dor-
mant state of being a servent of Kr.s.n. a is awakened. But, the appearance
of pure bhakti in the heart of the living being is not part of its essential
nature. That attribute is infused from contact with narratives about Hari
received from the mouths of the great ones. Since pure bhakti which is
a function of the essential or internal power (svarūpa-śakti) is not able
to reside by itself in the living being who is part of the marginal power
(tat.astha-śakti), the living being is not described as the eternal “bhakta”
of Kr.s.n. a but as the eternal “servant” of Kr.s.n. a. Only when one’s fullest
sense of being a servant of Kr.s.n. a arises, can one along with that become
a bhakta of Kr.s.n. a, too. Since apart from that, or without the grace and
association of the great ones, the conceits of being an agent either as a
ritualist (karmı̄), a cultivator of knowledge (jñānı̄), or a practitioner of
yoga (yogı̄) remain in all other living beings, the condition of being an
eternal servant of Kr.s.n. a is not perceived.

In a living being who is a religious aspirant in whom pure bhakti has
been infused, the nine forms of bhakti as practice, beginning with hear-
ing and repeating, are also infused and as their result the appearance of
divine love occurs progressively through the stages of faith and so forth.
Therefore, for the saintly one the repeating is of primary importance and
for the aspirant the hearing of that is of primary importance. And again
within the hearing and repeating the holy name is the most important
of all.

Therefore, the tremendous greatness of repeating the holy names
(nāma-saṅkı̄rtana) which is the seed of all is clearly praised in the Bhāga-
vata:

For embodied beings who are rotating around [on the wheel
of material existence] there is no higher gain, since from this

53Padma Purān. a, 60.90: dAsB� to hr�r�v nA�y-y{v kdAcn
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[loud repetition of the holy names] one attians the highest
peace and the cycle of repeated birth and death is destroyed.54

Now we will consider the external definition (tat.astha-laks.an. a) or the
influence or power of association with the great ones. The eternal def-
inition is knowledge by means of the effects of something. By means
of the effects the great bhaktas or saintly ones have, their unsurpassed
greatness or power is known.

That all sacred rivers like the Ganges and so forth and sacred sites
like Kuruks.etra, Kāśı̄, Pus.kara, and so forth are able to destroy the sins
of selfish living beings, help them gather merit, and bestow on them
the four classes or human objectives even upto bringing them libera-
tion is well known. But in the process of destroying sins and bestowing
merit and the four objectives, they themselves become poluted and des-
ecrated by accepting polutions left behind by the pilgrims. In that con-
dition, on the arrival of saintly bhaktas and by the power of their touch
the polutions are removed and all of the holy places again become sa-
cred. As a result of that they are able to become purifiers again. One can
thoroughly understand this subject from the faithful statement of King
Yudhis.t.hira to the great spirited, Vidura.

Great bhaktas like you are themselves [as pure as] the holy
places, lord. They make the sacred places sacred through
[the presence] within them of the lord who holds the club
[Vis.n. u]. [They only go to them to make the holy places holy.
Otherwise, they have no need to wander around to the holy
places.]55

The meaning of the verse is: the bhaktas of the lord have no personal
purpose to fulfill by wandering around to the holy places. Still they
selflessly visit all the holy places which have become polluted by contact

54Bhāg., 11.5.38:

n �t, prmo lABo d�EhnA\ B}AMytAEmh।

yto Ev�d�t prmA\ fAE�t\ n[yEt s\s� Et,॥

55Bhāg., 1.13.10:

BvE�DA BAgvtA-tFTB� tA, -vy\ EvBo।

tFTFk� vE�t tFTAEn -vA�t,-T�n gdAB� tA॥
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with materialistic, selfish people in order to purify them through the
gift of their own purity. What greater statement can be made about the
greatness of those saintly bhaktas?

Moreover, since arrival of the saintly in order to obtain purification
is very rare, the rivers with pious waters like the Gaṅgā and so forth
and the auspicious holy places like Pus.kara and so forth themselves go
to where the nectar-like discussions of Hari flow from the lips of the
saintly. As it is said:

There do the Gaṅgā, Yamunā, the Confluence, the Godāvarı̄,
Sindhu, and Sarasvatı̄ as well as the meritorious holy sites re-
side where there are magnificent discussions about Acyuta.56

Now here one may wish to ask: “How is to possible for all of the
rivers like the Gaṅgā and all of the holy places such as Kuruks.etra to
come into a limited and small place like those where the discussions of
Hari are flowing from the mouths of the saintly? And why is that not
seen by others?” In reply in must be said that all of the rivers and holy
places do not go to places where discussions of Hari are taking place in
their bodies. They come in the form of the overseeing spirits [of those
rivers and places] and by the influence of their invisibility powers they
are not visible to ordinary sight. The invisibility powers of even the
demi-gods is well known in scripture.

From our previous discussion it has been established that discussions
of Hari from the lips of the saintly, that is, discussions of Hari’s names,
forms, qualities, and sports, are non-different from Hari. Nevertheless,
since they are especially germane, we shall now discuss in greater detail
only the lack of difference between the holy named and the holy name.
It is said:

[The Lord himself, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a, says to Nārada:] I do not live
in Vaikun. t.ha nor in the hearts of the yogı̄s. Wherever my
bhaktas sing, there I am present, Nārada.57

56?:

t/{v g½A ym� nA c v�ZF godAvrF Es�D� sr-vtF�।

p� �yAEn tFTAEn vsE�t t/ y/AQy� todArkTAþs½,॥

57Padma Purān. a:
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The intended meaning of this verse is: Kr.s.n. a is the Supreme Person
himself. He does not reside in his own form in Vaikun. t.ha. His expan-
sions and partial forms reside there. He also does not appear in the
hearts of the yogı̄s because in the hearts of all living beings is the resi-
dence of his partial form, the Paramātman. That is understood from his
statement in the Gı̄tā:

I am the ātman situated in the hearts of all beings, Gud. ākeśa.58

Even though Bhagavān resides in the form of his partial manifesta-
tion, the Paramātman, in the hearts of all living beings, that is not visible
to ordinary living beings who face outwards. Yogı̄s who practice the
eight-limbed yoga are able to see him as their object of worship. As it is
said:

Some remember through concentration the person (purus.a),
measuring only the span between the thumb and forefinger,
sitting in the space of their hearts in their own bodies. He
has four arms holding a lotus, a discus, a conch shell, and a
club.59

But from the previous statement: “wherever my bhaktas sing, there
I am present, Nārada,” it is made known that he is present in his own
form where his names are being sung by his bhaktas with bhakti. Since the
named and the name are a non-different principle, there is no mention
of his being present in his partial Paramātman form. Moreover, he is
not present there to attain purification by destroying his own impurities
like the presiding spirits of the holy places mentioned before. Because,
in him who is Bhagavān himself, full of the six opulences, faults like
polution and so forth cannot exist even in the least degree. Therefore,

nAh\ vsAEm v{k� �W� yoEgnA\ ãdy� n c।

m�ÄA y/ gAyE�t t/ Et¤AEm nArd॥

58Bhagavad-gı̄tā, 10.20:

ahmA(mA g� XAk�f svB� tAfyE-Tt,।

59Bhāg., 2.2.8:

k�Ect̂ -vd�hA�tãdyAvkAf� þAd�fmA/\ p� zq\ vs�tm̂।

ct� B�j\ kÒrTA½f²gdADr\ DArZyA -mrE�t॥
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there is no question of his having to rid himself of polution. Since the
named and the name are not different, wherever the name is, the named
in his own form should also be understood to be present. Also from the
statement of the Caitanya-caritāmr. ta: “Kr.s.n. a’s resting place is always in
the heart of the bhakta,”60 it is understood he is not only in the mouth of
the bhakta in the form of discussions of Hari. In the heart of the bhakta
Kr.s.n. a always experiences the happiness of repose—in his own form.

One in whose heart flows a bubbling stream of bhakti in the form of
discussions of Hari, whose heart-temple is pure, free of the dust and
smoke of inclinations for the objects of the senses, and in whose heart,
since it is free of all the hullabaloo of self interest and completely ab-
sent of desire, it is silent, quiet, and solitary and apart from being for
Kr.s.n. a alone, there is not even a speck of self consideration, such a pure,
cool, peaceful bhakta’s heart-temple is a place suitable for Kr.s.n. a’s re-
pose. Repose does not mean sleep. It means the experience of happiness
alone without any effort or strain. The hearts of ritualists, pursuers of
knowledge, and yogins are not places of repose for him. In place of his
[Kr.s.n. a’s] interest exists selfishness or self interest in the form of desire
for sense enjoyment, liberation, and the supernatural accomplishments
(siddhis). In his form as the witness-superself (sāks. ı̄-paramātman), when
he resides in the hearts of all living beings, though himself unaffected,
he has to perceive all their auspicious and inaspicious unconscious trace-
desire resulting from their past actions and their experience of the results
of that. As it says in the Gı̄tā:

Because of being beginningless and without [material] thread,
this superself is imperishable. Though situated in the body,
Kaunteya, he does nothing and is not affected.61

In the hearts of desire-filled living beings, which are always full of
the bad odors of sensual impressions and a cacophony of screams for
self-interest whether it be for liberation in the case of those who pur-
sue knowledge or for supernatural powers in the case of yogins or for
something else, he [the Lord] cannot find repose in his form as the unaf-
fected, beginningless, thread-less superself. Therefore, for the pleasure

60Cc., ?
61Bhagavad-gı̄tā, 13.31:

anAEd(vAEàg�Z(vA(prmA(mA_hm&yy,।

frFr-To_Ep kO�t�y n kroEt n El=yt�॥
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of uninterrupted repose, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a has chosen the heart-temple of the
bhakta who is pure because of being free from the subconscious impres-
sions of desire and because of having rejected all forms of self interest
for the pleasure of Kr.s.n. a and whose heart is clean, supremely beauti-
ful, and secluded. Not only that, in the way that two vı̄n. ās, matching
each other string by string, produce one melody—reveal a harmony, the
heart strings of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a becomes harmonious with the heart strings of
his devotee and in both hearts one melody is sounded. He has said this
with his own lips:

The saintly are the heart for me and of the saintly I am the
heart. They know nothing other than me nor do I know any-
thing other than them in the least.62

When there is oneness in the hearts of the devotee and Bhagavān in
this way, through the harmony of the melodies in each of their hearts,
their hearts develop a oneness of intention. But, because of the foul odor
of sensual inclinations in the hearts of ritualists, pursuers of knowledge,
and yogins and the cacophony of their being intent on achieving their
own other purposes, not only is there no question of their reaching a
oneness of heart with him, their hearts are unfit to be places of repose
for Bhagavān. One can understand from his own words that apart from
bhakti Bhagavān cannot be attained directly by any other means such as
rites, yoga, knowledge, and so forth:

Uddhava, yoga does not achieve me, nor does Sāṅkhya, nor
Dharma, nor study of the Veda, nor austerity, nor renuncia-
tion the way that bhakti, strengthened in me, does.63

In relationship to the cause for this it is therefore said in the Caitanya-
caritāmr. ta:

62Bhāg., 9.4.68:

sADvo ãdy\ m�\ sAD� nA\ ãdy-(vhm̂।

md�y�� n jAnE�t nAh\ t�<yo mnAgEp॥

63Bhāg., 11.14.20:

n sADyEt mA\ yogo n sAº\ Dm u�v।

n -vA@yAy-tp-(yAgo yTA BEÄmmoE>jtA॥
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Kr.s.n. a’s bhakta is desireless
and therefore is at peace.
Wishers for enjoyment, liberation, and siddhis
are all lacking in peace.64

64Cc., 2.9.132:

kr. s.n. abhakta nis.kām ataeba śānta
bhukti-mukti-siddhikāmı̄ sakali aśānta
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According to the hierarchy of bhaktas’ longing to serve Kr.s.n. a, the
limit of excellence reaches its highest point in Śrı̄ Rādhikā. Therefore,
the highest limit of the happiness of Bhagavān’s repose is also found in
the heart of Śrı̄ Rādhikā, the great queen of bhakti whose very essence is
mahābhāva.65 Rādhikā’s heart is full of the experience of only the happi-
ness of serving Kr.s.n. a. In her case there is no independent experience of
any happiness. In her heart, in the condition of intense relishing of the
joy of serving Kr.s.n. a that relishing becomes expanded and when that in-
ternal experience boils over and manifests externally in hundreds and
thousands of streams then that one Rādhārān. ı̄ takes the forms of mil-
lions of cowherd girls and gives Śrı̄ Hari, who sports in the bower of
the heart, the happiness of repose. Externally, too, she creates unlim-
ited bowers for that purpose. This is the bower-service of the cowherd
girls of Vraja and Kuñjavihārı̄’s [Kr.s.n. a’s] love-sports in secluded bow-
ers. Just as it always shines in the hearts of the devotees, so is it also
always performed externally as well. It never ceases in either place [in
the hearts or externally] at any time. One drop from that ocean of the
experience of service bursting forth, overflowing in a thousand streams
and inundating the heart of the bhakta is found the following words of a
bhakta:

I feel as if my heart, bobbing in a river, is spread wide
and on it golden Gaurāṅga dances.66

65The great emotion.
66?:

mane kari nade jur. i hr.day vichāi
tāhār upare sonār gaurāṅga nācāi

29
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Nothing can be greater in excellence than a saintly bhakta of Hari in
whose heart is the permanent abode of Bhagavān’s repose and who has
become thoroughly identified, as it were, with both bhakti and Bhagavān.
And among them again there is no limit to the greatness of those who
are wholeheartedly sheltered in Kr.s.n. a. Therefore, in the scriptures, the
superiority of the bhakta or Vais.n. ava over the ritualist, the pursuer of
knowledge, the yogin and so forth is proclaimed. And among the bhaktas
the superiority of the wholehearted ones is acclaimed in particular. Take
for instance:

Better than thousands of performers of sacrificial rites is one
who has mastered all the Vedānta and better than millions of
masters of Vedānta is one bhakta of Vis.n. u. Out of thousands
of Vais.n. avas one who is wholehearted is superior. Those per-
sons who are wholehearted go to the highest abode.67

In this way, out of a thousand bhaktas one who is single-purposed
(ekānta) [or wholehearted] is established as the best of all in the Gı̄tā, the
Lord’s own words. Pointing to himself he said: “one who thinks of me
alone.” By this statement the superiority of the wholehearted bhakta of
Kr.s.n. a is confirmed. For instance:

The yogin is considered greater than performers of austerity
and greater than possessors of knowledge, too. The yogin
is greater than ritualists as well. Therefore, become a yogin,
Arjuna. Among all the yogins, the one who worships me
with faith, his heart having flown to me, is in my opinion the
best.68

67Garud. a Purān. a, cited in the Hari-bhakti-vilāsa at 10.117:

s/yAEjshú�B, svv�dA�tpArg,।

svv�dA�tEv(koÔA Ev	Z� BÄo EvEf	yt�॥

v{	ZvAnA\ shú�<y ekA�(y�ko EvEf	yt�।

ekAE�tn-t� p� zqA gQCE�t prm\ pd\॥

68Bhagavad-gı̄tā, 6.46-7:

tpE-v<yo_EDko yogF âAEn<yo_Ep mto_EDk,।

kEm<y�AEDko yogF t-mA�ogF BvAj�n॥

yoEgnAmEp sv�qA\ m�t�nA�trA(mnA।

��vAn̂ Bjt� yo mA\ s m� y� Ätmo mt,॥
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In this verse mad-gatena means “in me”—in Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a—and antarātma-
nā means “with the whole mind.” Together they mean “attached to me
in all respects.” By this, it is established that those whose minds or hearts
are “made of Kr.s.n. a” (kr. s.n. a-maya), they are the wholehearted or single-
purposed bhaktas.

In another place in the Gı̄tā, it is also found stated in this way:

Those who fix their minds in me and being constantly con-
nected worship me, they possessing the highest faith I con-
sider the highest yogins.69

Single-minded bhakta-saints are “made of Hari” and Hari, too, be-
comes made of those kinds of bhaktas and enjoys the pleasure of repose
in their hearts. The bhaktas, too, do not care for any pleasure for them-
selves other than the pleasure of perceiving the pleasure of the Lord. In
the hearts of both, there is but one life; that is the meaning here. In this
kind of situation the experiences in the hearts of Hari-made bhaktas are
echoed in the heart of the Lord and the experiences in the heart of the
Lord are echoed in the hearts of the bhaktas.

The meaning of the previously cited verse: “The saintly are my heart
and I am the heart of the saintly,” is that the bhakta and the Lord share
but one life. We are also able to understand this clearly in the following
verse in the Lord’s own words:

I am equal towards all living beings; I have neither enemy
nor favorite. But those who worship me with bhakti, they are
in me and I am in them.70

Śrı̄ Bhagavān, who is the resting place of the delight-power, though
by nature pleasure himself enjoys pleasure and causes his bhaktas to en-
joy pleasure by means of his delight-power. As it is said:

69ibid., 12.2:

m�yAv�[y mno y� mA\ En(yy� ÄA upAst�।

��yA pryop�tA-t� m� y� ÄtmA mtA,॥

70ibid., 9.29:

smo_h\ svB� t�q� n m� ��	yo_E-t n Eþy,।

y� BjE�t t� mA\ BÅA mEy t� t�q� cA=yhm̂॥
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Though Bhagavān is the very form of delighting, that by
which he delights and causes delight is the delight-power.
(hlādinı̄).71

This delight when it resides in Bhagavān is called “power” (śakti)
and when it is in the bhakta it is called bhakti. By bhakti we generally
mean being fond of or loving the Lord and by bhakta we mean the one
who has fondness or love. When the bhakti in the heart of the bhakta
makes the Lord its object or becomes focused on him, it goes to him
and touches him and then the Lord’s delight appears. That pleasure
of the Lord comes back to the bhakta and in turn gives her pleasure or
bestows the joy of service on her. Just as by the soft touch of the evening
breeze the budding tuberose blossoms and rubs its own sweet aroma on
the breast of the breeze, and then the breeze turns around and returns
carrying that fragrance in its heart, so, being touched by the bhakti in the
heart of the bhakta, the sleeping delight in Bhagavān is awakened and
gives him (Bhagavān) pleasure. Then it returns carrying the pleasure of
serving the Lord. By the touch of the fragrance of that pleasure the heart
of the bhakta becomes filled to overflowing. Therefore, how can there
be anything equal or superior to the magnificence of a great bhakta in
whom the three: bhakta, bhakti, and Bhagavān have become united with
each other and have reached a state of sharing one life with each other
in their absorption in the experience of the each other’s delight?

Previously I said that even places of pilgrimage become purified by
contact with great bhaktas. Among all of the gods Brahmā and Rudra are
the best. The might of the bhaktas and the devotees of the Lord is greater
than even that of Brahmā and Rudra. This is proved by what the king of
the gods, Indra himself, said:

In the Age of Kali, the rare name ”bhāgavata” [devotee of the
Lord] is not attained.72 It is higher than the estate of Brahmā

71Śrı̄ Jı̄va, Bhagavat-sandarbha, para. 117: �Adk!po_Ep BgvAn̂ yyA �Adt� �AdyEt c
sA �AEdnF

72Apart from the present Age of Kali in which Gaura has appeared, in all the other
Kalis even the names “bhāgavata” and “bhakta” are very rare. Therefore, saying that bhaktas
themselves are rare is unnecessary. The reason is that even though the Holy Name is the
religious observation for all Kali-yugas, the humans in all those ordinary Kali-yugas are
not inclined to take to it. “The people in Kali will not honor that” (Bhāg., 12.3.44: y#yE�t
n t(klO jnA,). For this reason, since they are without religious cultivation, bhaktas and
association with the saintly are rare. But, on the subject of the present Age of Kali in which
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and Rudra. This my guru told me.73

Therefore, what joy in the worlds of humans and gods can be com-
pared with the greatness of association with the great bhaktas? Even the
joys of liberation or of heaven cannot be compared with a small particle
of their greatness. As it is said:

We cannot compare even the briefest association of the com-
panions of the Lord with going to heaven or even not being
reborn again. What more [need be said about the possibility
of comparing it] with the desired objectives of mortals?74

As a result of visiting the holy places and worshipping the gods one
attains heaven and liberation. When that attainment of heaven and lib-
eration cannot be compared to even the briefest association with the
saintly then to what can the greatness of association with the saintly
be compared? The greatness of bhakti, the bhakta, and Bhagavān is more
than even Brahma-loka which is the highest plane of all. With what
else can the highest reaches of the greatness of those three joined to-
gether in the person of the bhakta be compared? By its absense the great

Gaura has appeared, an independent characterization is found in scripture. In this Age of
Kali it is said that many people will become devotees of Nārāyan. a or bhaktas of Hari. “In
Kali, indeed, there will be many devoted to Nārāyan. a” (Bhāg., 11.5.38: klO Kl� BEv	yE�t
nArAyZprAyZA,)

Moreover, in this Kali, the age’s religious observance of repetition of the Holy Name
is willingly accepted by all people. This is by the grace of the Lord. Therefore, even
though there is no shortage of saintly bhaktas in the present condition of Kali, because of
an abundance of Kali-instigated offenses to the Holy Name, bhakti is seen at present to
arise in very few cases. This is due to the Holy Name’s displeasure.

In this age, since the Holy Name is accepted and since, provided offenses to the Holy
Name do not persist, there is a good opportunity for the appearance of the the highest
form of love of all, the people of the Satya-yuga and the other ages beg to be born in this
special Kali-yuga in which Gaura appeared. This also is understood from a verse of the
Bhāgavata: “O King, the living beings born in the Kr.ta and the others ages wish to be born
in Kali” (Bhāg., 11.5.38: k� tAEdq� þjA rAjn̂ klAEvQCE�t sMBvm̂).

73Cited in the Hari-bhakti-vilāsa, 10.65:

klO BAgvt\ nAm d� lB\ n{v l<yt�।

b}�zdý pdo(k� £\ g� zZA kETt\ mm।

74Bhāg., 1.18.13:

t� lyAm lv�nAEp n -vr\ nAp� nBv\।

Bgv(sE½s�g-y m�yAnA\ Ekm� tAEfq,॥
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respectability of Brahma-loka becomes less than insignificant. That is
revealed by the following verse:

A place where there are no streams of delight from stories
about Vaikun. t.ha, no saintly bhāgavatas who are sheltered by
him, and no great festivals celebrating that Lord of Sacrifice,
even if it is the world of the chief of the gods [Brahmā], it is
not fit to be inhabited.75

Where can one find anything that can be compared with the great-
ness of association with great, saintly devotees who incorporate in them-
selves bhakti, Bhagavān, and bhakta, gathered together in unity? Only the
greatness of Bhagavān himself remains shining above all else. A clear
indication that Bhagavān choses that sort of bhakta as his own represen-
tative is understood from the following verse:

One who has mastered the four Vedas is not dear to me, but a
dog-cooker who is my bhakta is dear to me. Things [meant to
be offered to me] should be offered to him and [things that
should be received from me] should be received from him
and he is to be honored just like me.76

Therefore, for those who are the representatives of Bhagavān, where
will one find anything to equal their greatness? Thus, his own single-
minded bhaktas, who are bound to him by their shared heart and shared
life-breath, are dearest to him. Śrı̄ Bhagavān, therefore, said with his
own lips concerning Uddhava, one of the best of that sort of bhakta:

They are not as dear to me as you, [Uddhava,] not Brahmā
nor Śaṅkara nor Saṅkars.an. a nor Śrı̄ nor even myself.77

75Bhāg., 4.19.23:

n y/ v{k� �WkTAs� KApgA

n y/ sADvo BAgvt-tdA�yA,।

n y/ yÒ�fmKA mho(svA,

s� r�floko_Ep n v{ s s�&ytAm̂

76Hbv., 10.92:

n m� Eþy�t� v�dF m�Ä, �pc, Eþy,।

t-m{ d�y\ tto g}A�\ s c p� >yo yTA �hm̂॥

77Bhāg., 11.14.15:
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How deep Bhagavān’s pleasure is with his single-minded bhaktas can
be understood from that forceful statement which bursts from the inner
core of his heart. Therefore, it is not just a matter of representation or
of being dear, Bhagavān’s own subjugation by the bhakta is well-known
topic, too.

That Bhagavān, though independent, is dependent on the bhakta,
though the overloard of all is submissive to the bhakta and though self-
manifesting his appearance depends only on the bhakti of the bhakta; this
fact he himself reveals with great delight in his own words:

I am dependent on my bhakta, twice-born, as if I were not in-
dependent at all. My heart is captured by my saintly bhaktas.
I am fond of my bhaktas. I do not want myself without my
saintly bhaktas, nor do I want unsurpassed affluence with-
out those for whom I am the highest goal. Those who give
up their wives, homes, sons, elders, lives, this world and the
next and seek shelter in me, how dare I reject them? Those
saintly ones whose hearts are bound to me, who look upon
all things as equal, bring me under their control through their
bhakti, like a chaste wives do a chaste husband.78

The tremendous, heart-filling force of the pleasure that the Lord of
All experiences in being dependent on his bhaktas is proclaimed in the
following verse:

Though ever liberated, I am bound to my bhaktas by the ropes
of affection. Though unconquered, I am conquered by them;

n tTA m� Eþytm aA(myoEnn f¬r,।

n c s¬qZo n �Fn{vA(mA c yT BvAn̂॥

78Bhāg., 9.4.63-6:

ah\ BÄADFno �-vt�/ iv E�j।

sAD� EBg}-tãdyo BÄ{BÄjnEþy,॥

nAhmA(mAnmAfAs� m�Ä{, sAD� EBEvnA।

E�yÑA(yE�tkF\ b}�n̂ y�qA\ gEtrh\ prA॥

y� dArAgArp� /AØþAZAn̂ Ev�Emm\ prm̂।

Eh(vA mA\ frZ\ yAtA, kT\ tA\-(yÄ� m� (sh�॥

mEy Enb�ãdyA, sADv, smdfnA,।

vf� k� vE�t mA\ BÅA sE(-/y, s(pEt\ yTA॥
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though uncontrollable I am controlled by them. For one who,
having given up affection for friends and family, loves me, I
am his one and only and he is mine; nor do we two have any
other friend (suhr. t).79

The meaning of the word “friend” (su-hr. t) is “one whose heart is
beautiful” or “a companion who is always in accord with one.” There-
fore, the heart of the bhakta which is free of lust, free of impurities, peace-
ful, and dispassionate, is the only place of repose for Bhagavān.

79Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya, :

sdA m� Äo_Ep b�o_E-m BÄ�q� Ü�hr>j� EB,।

aEjto_Ep Ejto_h\ t{rv[yo_Ep vfFk� t,॥

(yÄb�D� jnÜ�ho mEy y, k� zt� rEt\।

ek-t-yAE-m s c m� n cA�yo_-(yAvyo, s� ãd̂॥
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Though Bhagavān himself, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a, reposing in the heart of the
bhakta, as previously described, remains immersed in the experience of
effortless happiness and though there there is none of the dust of desire
and impulse nor the noise of self-interest, there is another kind of dust
that he greatly treasures. That is the dust of the feet of the bhakta or
bhakta-pada-ren. u. Therefore, since that kind of dust is not obtained by
merely residing in the bhakta’s heart, he also follows after them, while
remaining in their hearts, wishing to rub himself with the dust of their
feet. Just hearing about his submissiveness to his bhaktas strikes at the
hearts of and awakens goose-flesh in the bodies of the bhaktas: “Our
Lord is so subservient to his bhakta!”

Now, a question might arise: since Bhagavān eternally rests in the
heart of the bhakta, in order to attain the dust of the feet of the bhakta he
must leave that place and come outside. How can he in one form and at
one time both rest in the bhakta’s heart and follow after the bhakta, too? In
reply it must be said that Bhagavān is the possessor of all powers — he is
the seat of all, inconceivable, contradictory and uncontradictory powers.
Just as śruti says: “Seated he travels far; lying down he moves every-
where.”80 Since all difficult-to-accomplish, contradictory characteristics
coexist in him simultaneously, he is Bhagavān — he is the regulator of
all — the possessor of all powers. This inconceivable possession of all
powers demonstrates the Bhagavān-ness of Bhagavān [of the godhood
of God]. Therefore, although he relaxes and lies down in the in the heart
of the bhakta, following after a bhakta out of a desire for the dust of the
feet of the bhakta is not at all impossible for him. That is because while
remaining in one form he is able to reveal many forms81 and while re-

80Kat.ha Upanis.ad, 1.2.21: aAsFno d� r\ v}jEt , fyAno yAEt svt,
81Śruti: ek\ s�t\ bh� dA d� [ymAnm̂

37
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maining in one place he is able to go everywhere — through his pos-
session of inconceivable power. What more can be said? Śrı̄ Bhagavān
wants to decorate his body with the ornament of the dust of the feet of
that sort of [pure-hearted] bhakta. He is more infatuated with desire for
the dust of the bhakta’s feet than he is with desire for the Sāmantaka,
Kaustubha, and other precious jewels.

Therefore, the topic of the Lord’s innate desire for the dust of the
feet of the bhakta under the control of his subservience to the love of the
bhakta is mentioned in the Bhāgavata in the following manner from the
Lord’s own lips:

I always follow after the independent, peaceful, enmity-less,
sage who sees all as equal so that I may be purified by the
dust from his feet.82

His activity of following after the bhakta is practiced without their
knowledge in the greatest secrecy. This most compassionate and sub-
servient Bhagavān does not want, by his pursuit of the bhakta, to be a
cause of pain to the mind or of the shying away of the bhakta. Therefore,
this play of the dust is secret so that the bhakta’s mind is not disturbed.
For this reason this sport is carried out without the knowledge of the
bhakta.

The words “I may be purified” [from the verse above] are glossed in
Śrı̄dhara Svāmin’s commentary in this way: “the meaning is that this is
done with the feeling ‘let me purify all the universes that exist within
me.’” In other words, “ my following of the bhakta is done with the pur-
pose of purifying all the universes inside me with the dust of his feet.”

Just as the bhaktas possess bhakti for Bhagavān, Śrı̄ Bhagavān pos-
sesses bhakti for his bhaktas. That, too, is clearly stated in the Bhāgavata:
“Thus, o king, Bhagavān has bhakti for his bhaktas.”83 The external man-
ifestation of the internal, mutual affection between Bhagavān and his
bhakta takes form in the unlimited sports of the Lord.

82Bhāg., 11.14.15:

Enrp�"\ m� En\ fA�t\ Env{r\ smdfnm̂।

an� v}jAMyh\ En(y\ p� y�y�(yEÀr�Z� EB,॥

83Bhāg., 10.86.59: ev\ -vBÄyo rAjn̂ BgvAn̂ BÄBEÄvAn̂
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Apart from fulfilling the wishes of the bhakta, Śrı̄ Bhagavān has no
other inclinations. The highest expression of Śrı̄ Bhagavān’s desire for
the dust of the feet of the bhakta is found in the dust-game of the sports
of Vraja. After herding the cows, at the cow-dust time [the time of the
return to the village of the herds], after adorning his curl-circled face and
sacred body with the dust of Vraja kicked up by the hooves of the cows,
Śrı̄ Hari, the son of Nanda, returns to his house. In the dust of Vraja the
dust of the feet of all the bhaktas of Vraja is present. Among those again
there is a hierarchy and the more desirable dust is the dust of the feet
of the cowherd girls. Although the dust of the feet of all the bhaktas is
dear to him, the highest satisfaction of his desire is found in the dust of
the feet of cowherd girls headed by Śrı̄ Rādhā. Therefore, in the words
of the Vais.n. ava poet it has been suggested: “It is not dust, it is not dust
— the dust of the feet of the cowherd girls. That dust, Kānu, the son of
Nanda, rubbed on himself.”84 The zenith of the game of dust is found
here — in being sprinkled with the dust of the feet of Śrı̄ Rādhā.

Brahmā’s austerities lasting for for sixty thousand years, performed
out of desire to obtain the dust of the feet of the cowherd women so
highly prized by Bhagavān himself, was fruitless. He did not obtain it:

Previously, I practiced austerities for sixty thousand years to
obtain the dust of the feet of cowherd women of Nandagopa.
Still, the dust of their feet was not obtained by me.85

Therefore, even the best of bhaktas, Uddhava, praises the dust of the
feet of the cowherd girls:

I praise in all respects the dust of the feet of Nanda’s women
of Vraja whose singing of the story of Hari purifies the three
worlds.86

84dhūlā naya dhūli naya gopı̄padaren. u; ei dhūlā mekhechila nandasūta Kānu
85Rūpa Gosvāmin, Laghu-bhāgavatāmr. ta, 2.31:

qE£vqshúAEZ myA tØ\ tp, p� rA।

n�dgopv}j-/FZA\ pAdr�Z� plNDy�।

tTAEp n myA pAØA-tAsA\ v{ pAdr�Zv,॥

86Bhāg., 10.47.63:

v�d� n�dv}j-/FqA\ pAdr�Z� mBF#Zf,।

yAsA\ hErkTo�Ft\ p� nAEt B� vn/ym̂॥
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Just as that dust is the highest desire of every bhakta when he recalls
that there exists in this dust of Vraja of the dust of the feet of Bhagavān
along with the dust of the feet of bhaktas, so is it for Bhagavān in his
desire for the dust of the feet of the bhakta. Therefore, the highest limit
of Śrı̄ Bhagavān’s desire for the dust of the feet of the bhakta and the
greatness of the dust of the feet of the bhakta is culminates in the dust of
the feet of the cowherd girls, or rather, in the dust of Śrı̄ Rādhā’s feet.

This dust of the feet of the bhaktas has for a long time been the Lord’s
most dear adornment. Therefore, in the Nadı̄yā sport the golden body
of Śrı̄ Gaura was seen to be covered with that dust again and again. For
that reason, there was so much rolling on the ground in the dust with his
followers. This was not for the insignificant earthly dust; it was because
of Bhagavān’s desire to be adorned by the dust of the feet of his bhaktas
and it was also because of the desire of the bhaktas to be ornamented by
the dust of the feet of Bhagavān that this rolling on the ground occurred.

Therefore, the bhakta, bhakti and Bhagavān — wherever these three
are united and are of one mind, one life, and in full harmony, dancing
in joy together, there is no way to tell which is greater and which is less
great in conduct. Thus:

Love makes Kr.s.n. a dance;
the bhakta, too, it makes dance;
it itself dances too;
together the three dance.87

Nevertheless, one must remember that in the seed dharma (religious
observance) placed the bhakta saints, the holy name and the holy named
are present in their real form as the cause of all causes. Since in one
and the same person all that has been previously said is joined together
in the great bhakta: “in determining the source of the birth of bhakti for
Kr.s.n. a, association with the saints is the chief of all.”88 Therefore, it has
been said:

The dust of the feet of the bhakta,
the bhakta’s foot-wash, too,

87Kr.s.n. a Dāsa Kavirāja, Caitanya-caritāmr. ta, Antya 18.17:
kr. s.n. ere nācāi premā bhaktere nācāi
āpane nācaye, tine nāce ek thāñi

88ibid., Madhya 22.48.
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the remnants of the bhakta’s food,
these three have great strength.89

Now we shall reflect on the freedom and independence of the saintly
ones. Association with the saints and the attaining of their grace is spon-
taneous or causeless. In glossing the words yad-r. cchayā [spontaneously]
or yādr. cchika [spontaneous], Śrı̄ Jı̄va has said: “by means of some kind of
emergence of good fortune born of association with the most indepen-
dent bhakta of the Lord or of that bhakta’s grace.”90

Morover, since bhakti, too, is independent and self-established, it is
capricious. For this reason, attaining the grace and association of the
bhakta, the support or substrate of bhakti, is also spontaneous. For the
attainment of bhakti, there is no regard for whether someone is a fit or
unfit recipient, whether it is the right place or wrong place, whether it
is the right time or wrong time or anything like that. Then, too, because
of its extreme rarity, there is no certainty about who will get it, who will
not get it. For that reason, a manifestation of pure bhakti is transmitted
sometimes to a man and sometimes to a woman, sometimes to a child
and sometimes to an old person, and sometimes to humans and some-
times to plants and animals. Since attaining association with the great
ones is rare, pure bhakti, too, is very rare.

By the influence of pure bhakti, Śrı̄ Bhagavān becomes attainable.
Again, since association with saints is the source of the emergence of
pure bhakti, only by the influence of association with the saintly is Śrı̄
Bhagavān captured. As it is said:

Yoga does not capture me, nor does Sāṅkhya [cultivation of
knowledge], Dharma [good works], study of Veda, penance,
renunciation, rites, charity, vows, sacrifices, hymns, pilgrim-
age, nor restrictions and injunctions, the way I am captured
by association with the holy, which dispels all attachments.91

89ibid., Antya 16.55:
bhaktapadadhūli ār bhaktapadajala
bhakta bhuktaśes. ei tin mahābala

90k�nAEp prm-vt�/Bgv(BÄs½t(k� pAjAtm½lody�n
91Bhāg., 11.12.1-2:

n roDyEt mA\ yogo n sAº\ Dm ev c।

n -vA@yAy-tp-(yAgo n�£Ap� t� n dE"ZA॥

v}tAEn yâ[C�dA\Es tFTAEn EnymA ymA,।
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If that is so, Śrı̄ Bhagavān is arrested only by association with the
saintly. This arrest or being caught in a trap is not a cause of distress for
him. Like for a bee which by its own wish becomes stuck in the pod of a
lotus, it is the cause of the greatest joy.

Therefore, the establishment of dharmaśālās (pilgrimage hotels), guest
houses, nursing homes, roads to holy places, ponds and so forth and
especially for householders the service of guests is recommended for
this reason: to set traps to catch saintly persons in order ultimately to
capture Bhagavān. If among the general populace who come to such
places some saintly person is also in some way caught, then this is the
main and hidden objective of the meritorious actions recommended in
scripture. If that does not happen, at least one obtains some merit as
a secondary result of those acts. Still, since the grace of a great saint is
random and causeless, once in a while a bhakta-saint will allow himself
to be caught. Therefore, it is often seen that they are willing to travel
on well-traveled or current paths. Then, too, sometimes, they leave
aside those well-traveled paths according to their own wills and inde-
pendent desires and travel the forest paths—paths which have no con-
nection with dharmaśālās, ponds and so forth. Take for instance the jour-
ney to Vr.ndāvana on the forest path running through the Jhārikhan. d. a of
Śrı̄mān Mahāprabhu, who is Bhagavān himself immersed in the feelings
of the bhakta, or Nārada’s journey on the forest path towards Prayāga
and his saving of that hunter, or Śrı̄ Dāsa Gosvāmin’s rejection of the
royal path, the highway, for a lonely, less well known path on his jour-
ney to Purı̄; all of these examples demonstrate the saint’s independence.
So, too, the hidden objective of the householder’s service to guests is
said to be the possibility of attaining in some way association with the
saintly. As scripture says:

Since from the mere recollection of such [saints] the houses
of humans are made immediately pure, what more [needs
be said about] actually seeing them, touching them, washing
their feet, offering them places to sit and so forth.92

yTAvz�� s(s½, svs½Apho Eh mAm̂॥

92Bhāg., 1.19.33:

y�qA\ s\-mrZA(p�\sA\ s�, f� @yE�t v{ g� hA,।

Ek\ p� ndfn-pfpAdfOcAsnAEdEB,॥
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Śrı̄ Jı̄va Gosvāmin has given a lengthy discussion of this subject of as-
sociation with the saintly in his Bhakti-sandarbha. The following subjects
are recorded here very briefly from that. The accomplished or perfected
bhakta is of three types: one whose impurities or sins are inactive (that is,
mūrchita, fainted, unconscious, present but inactive), one whose impuri-
ties have been thoroughly cleansed away, and one who has obtained the
body of a companion of Bhagavān.

One with inactive impurities is one in whom some semblance of in-
clinations for the sense objects remain, but they are like someone who
has completely lost consciousness and thus they no longer an have ac-
tive nature.

One cleansed of impurities is one in whom the inclinations for sense
objects in the mind have been completely washed away.

One who has obtained the body of a companion of Bhagavān is one
who has rejected his current body and attained companionship with the
Lord in a consciousness body in the world of Bhagavān.

Among them, from association with saints of the first and the second
types, pure bhakti is infused into the hearts of living beings. As a result
of that:

1. The beginninglessly obstructed looking forward to Kr.s.n. a becomes
revealed in the heart of the living being and along with that, the
conceit of being the enjoyer, the doer, the master, the placing of
one’s identity in the body and the investing of one’s sense of pos-
session in one’s house and other things is eliminated, faith arises,
and gradually one’s taste for sense objects begins to diminish. Other
than in this way, the living being’s timeless aversion towards Kr.s.n. a
is not destroyed in any other way.

2. By listening to the showers of the nectar of pure bhakti in the form
of presentations of stories about Hari (that is, discussions of his
names, forms, qualities, and sports) from the mouths of saintly
bhaktas, practical bhakti (sādhana-bhakti) is infused into the hearts
of living beings. That brings about the rise of the highest goal,
the bhakti of love, starting with faith, association with the saintly,
active engagement in worship, and so forth.

If one has association with other kinds of saintly persons, apart from
the primary and very rare association with saints of the two types de-
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scribed above, it is possible to attain good results their association ac-
cording to the degree to which fondness for sense objects has diminished
and bhakti for Bhagavān has developed in them.

Previously, we discussed the thread-possessing bhakti (sagun. a-bhakti)
that is the true cause of success in the practices of ritualism, cultiva-
tion of knowledge, and so forth, which are undertaken out of some self-
ish desire or out of self interest. That kind of bhakti (received from the
mouths of people other than the accomplished saint), being easily attain-
able, is spread throughout the world in many forms. From the mouths
of reciters, singers, actors in traveling plays, in the descriptions of pro-
fessional storytellers, in the songs of alms-beggars, in the performances
of priests and in the instructions of teachers—the current of this thread-
possessing bhakti flows unbroken throughout social and family life. By
the influence of this thread-possessing bhakti sins are destroyed, the pro-
gression of worldly birth and rebirth is stopped, merit is accrued, and
even liberation is achieved. But, without the infusion of pure bhakti by
the great ones, love for Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a does not arise.

One in whose mouth is found one name of Kr.s.n. a
is a Vais.n. ava and I pay that one the highest respect.”93

The understanding of this statement’s meaning depends on a lengthy
consideration. One, however, can say this briefly on this subject: this
statement is about another age, one that is free of offenses to the holy
names or it applies to the time of the salvation of the whole collective of
living beings when Śrı̄ Gaura was present. At the present time, however,
in a world overrun by offenses to the holy names impelled by the Kali
Age, the literal meaning of this statement is not true. When, by the un-
caused influence of association with the great, the mental operations of
outward-looking living beings are turned within or rather are turned to-
wards Kr.s.n. a, when in place of thread-possessing faith thread-free faith
in Lord arises, then such persons because of that condition can be re-
ferred to by the words bhakta or Vais.n. ava. Therefore, in the Caitanya-
caritāmr. ta is has been said: “One who has faith is a candidate for bhakti,

93Cc., 2.15.107:

yār mukhe eka Kr. s.n. anām
si vais.n. ava — kari tār parama samān
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according to the highest, the middlemost, and the lowest faiths.”94

In other words, from the time that faith related to the Lord arises a
person is qualified for bhakti, or, is called a bhakta—which quality of be-
ing a bhakta rises, according to the hierarchy of kinds of faith, from low-
est to highest in a bhakta. From the moment of becoming the lowest kind
of bhakta, defined as having faith related to the Lord, one is a bhakta or a
Vais.n. ava. When one is in a state of offense to the holy names, though,
even though reciting the holy names, since the Name is displeased it is
not possible to reach easily the stage of being even the lowest kind of
bhakta. Previously, though, that was possible by reciting the name of
Kr.s.n. a just once.

What more than this can be said: it is heard that by offenses to the
holy name even a bhakta falls into hell. As Śrı̄ Jı̄va says:

And from the regulation that even someone who possesses
bhakti for the Lord but who has an offense to the holy name
must experience the result in the form of falling below.95

At the present time those offenses to the holy name, caused by the Age
of Kali, are spread practically everywhere. On this subject, a lengthy
discussion in another book is required.

Therefore, that from which emerges faith related to the Lord and as a
result of that faith pure bhakti or the mode of being or existence (vr. tti)
that is related to the Lord, that gaining of association with the great
thread-free bhaktas is by its very nature very rare. Thus, statements like
“among billions of liberated beings rare is one who is a bhakta of Kr.s.n. a”
are found, on the subject of which we have spoken previously.

94ibid., 2.22.38:

śraddhāvān jan hay bhaktye adhikārı̄
uttam, madhyam, kanis. t.ha śraddhā anusāri

95Śrı̄ Jı̄va, Śrı̄ Krama-sandarbha, 2.1.11: nAmAprADy� Ä-y Bgv�EÄmto_Ep
aD,pAtl"ZBogEnymAÎ।
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Even the revealed scriptures (śruti) praise in an indirect manner (paro-
ks.a-bhāva) the magnificence of the superb desirelessness of the bhakta.
All the subjects established by the revealed scriptures are covered by the
veils of the highest secrecy, since the seers are esoteric speakers (paroks.a-
vādin), as for instance: “the seers are indirect speakers and indirection is
dear to me.”96 Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a himself favors the indirect or esoteric approach.
And to please him the seers resort to esotericism in establishing him.
In other words, for particular purposes that are for the ultimate benefit
of living beings, they concealed their descriptions by not speaking very
clearly. Now on the subject of the desirelessness of the bhakta there are
indirect statements of scripture like:

When all the desires that are sheltered in the heart of the
living being are released, then the mortal becomes immortal
and reaches Brahman even here.97

Because of the reference to Brahman in the statement cited from rev-
elation, one considers it to be on the subject of the liberation of the
“knower” (the jñānin, that is, those on the path of knowledge). But, if
one analyzes the meaning of this verse in a calm way one can under-
stand it as a reference to the bhakta. That immortality is obtained by

96Bhāg., 11.21.35:

pro"vAdA �qy, pro"Ñ mm Eþym̂।

97Kāt.haka Upanis.ad, 6.14:

ydA sv� þm� Qy�t� kAmA y�_-y ãEd E�tA,।

aT m(yo_m� to Bv(y/ b}� sm�� t�॥
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means of the direct experience of Brahman and Paramātman is agreed
upon in scriptures such as the Vedas and so forth. But, if one grasps
the expanded meaning of the words, for the bhakta the meaning of “be-
coming immortal (amr. ta)” does not just mean the knower’s liberation
from worldly existence. Beyond that it communicates the attaining of
the ocean of nectar (also signified by amr. ta) in the form of the service
of Bhagavān. In the verse cited from revelation, in the meaning of the
words sarve kāmā (“all desires”) is understood all selfish goals or devo-
tion to one’s own purposes, upto and including the [desire for] libera-
tion. In other words they mean being intent on one’s own purposes. In
the word pra-mucyate (“are released”), the use of the prefix pra means
“to the highest degree.” It means more than just [letting go of] desire
for enjoyment. Thus, those for whom even the desire for liberation is
destroyed, the desire-free bhaktas, have been described—under the cov-
ering of indirect or secret speech.

Now, in the opinion of the “knowers,” karma that is already in mo-
tion (prārabdha-karma) is not destroyed without experiencing it. For in-
stance,

Of necessity it must be experienced, the results of karma that
has been done, both good and bad. Karma that is not experi-
enced is not destroyed even in a hundred billion ages.98

In the opinion of Śrı̄pāda Śaṅkarācārya, too, “Karma that already in
motion is destroyed by experiencing it alone.”99 The end of karma that
has begun to manifest occurs at the time of death, the end of the body;
and at the time of death one liberated by reaches or becoming united
with Brahman.

In the quotation from revelation given above, however, reaching Brah-
man in this world, even before the end of the body, is mentioned.

It is known that, by means of bhakti, karma that has started to appear
is destroyed even without having to experience it. Take for instance:

98Source unknown.

av[ym�v BoÄ&y\ k� tkmf� BAf� Bm̂।

mAB� Ä\ "Fyt� km kSpkoEVft{rEp॥

99Śrı̄ Śaṅkarācārya, Tattva-bodha: þArNDkmZA\ BogAd�v "y,
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That incipient results of karma which are not destroyed even
by being established in the direct experience of Brahman, ex-
cept through enjoying or suffering them, are destroyed by
the appearance of your holy name. So roars out the Veda.100

Not only is the incipient result of karma destroyed; it is possible for
the bhakta in this world and in his or her present body to meet Bhagavān
and to come and go in the eternal sports in Bhagavān’s world. That
is known from the behavior of the best of bhaktas, Śrı̄ Uddhava. His
absorption in trance at the time he was discussing Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a with Vidura
is described in the Bhāgavata like this:

Slowly he returned from the world of Bhagavān to the world
of humans. Opening his eyes, Uddhava, smiling, spoke to
Vidura with affection.101

From this one learns that for the bhakta going to and returning from
the world of Bhagavān is possible even while in the present body itself.
News of the going to and returning from the sports of Bhagavān by bhak-
tas who are absorbed in recollection in their present bodies themselves
while they are in trances of deep feeling is well known from the lives
of many bhaktas, in connection, for instance, with lives of great realized
Vais.n. avas like Śrı̄nivāsācārya, Śrı̄ Rāmacandra Kavirāja, Śrı̄ Narottama
T. hākura and so forth and as well as with the lives of many other bhaktas,
too. In the following pages a few examples will be given briefly just to
give an indication of this subject matter.

Śrı̄nivāsa Ācārya Prabhu at some time passed some days in a state of
absorption in recollection in the house of King Vı̄rahāmvira, the king of
Vis.n. upura. His servants, fearing that Prabhu had passed away, became

100Śrı̄ Rūpa Gosvāmin, Śrı̄ Kr. s.n. anāmās. t.aka, 4:

y�ý �sA"A(k� EtEn¤yAEp

EvnAfmAyAEt EvnA n Bog{,।

ap{Et nAm-P� rZ� t��

þArND�Et EvrOEt v�d,॥

101Bhāg., 3.2.6:

fnk{Bgvl̂ lokAà� lok\ p� nrAgt,।

Evm� >y n�/� Evd� r\ þF(yAho�v u(-myn̂॥
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worried and were tormented by feelings of separation. Receiving this
news Śrı̄ Rāmacandra Kavirāja quickly came to Vis.n. upura. Sitting by
Ācārya Prabhu’s side, he, too, became absorbed in bhāva like him and
entering into the eternal sport he saw that because one of Śrı̄ Rādhā’s
jewel earrings had fallen into some water and disappeared, all of her
girlfriends were searching for it together. Śrı̄ Ācārya Prabhu, too, in his
own identity as a mañjarı̄-servant, at the order of his own guru in the
form of a girlfriend mañjarı̄, was also intent on searching for it. But,
since no one had found it yet everyone was distressed. Then Śrı̄pāda
Rāmacandra Kavirāja began to search for that in his mañjarı̄ identity
and in a short time after it was found underneath a lotus leaf it was
returned to Śrı̄ Rādhikā by means of the girlfriends of the guru succes-
sion. Then Ācārya Prabhu and Śrı̄ Rāmacandrapāda returned to the ex-
ternal state and everyone was astonished and overjoyed when they un-
derstood what had happened. From that example one can understand
that bhaktas can go and come from the eternal sports in the world of Bha-
gavān even while they are in their physical bodies.

On another occasion at his own place of private worship, Śrı̄la Ācārya
Prabhu in a state of recollective absorption he was busy fanning Śrı̄man
Mahāprabhu after decorating him with different kinds of flower gar-
lands. His cakora-like eyes were filled with joy drinking in the ambrosia
of the moon-like face of Mahāprabhu. All of the autonomous reactions,
like tears, gooseflesh and so forth, were beautifying his body. Seeing the
travail of Śrı̄nivāsa’s service, Śrı̄man Mahāprabhu had one his servants
put one of the garlands from his neck on the neck of Śrı̄nivāsa. The gar-
land’s beauty and fragrance suddenly filled the atmosphere:

Ācārya at that time returned to consciousness
and saw the garland given by the Master on his neck.102

On another occasion like this, Śrı̄la Ācārya Prabhu was lost in recol-
lection watching the fun of the Holı̄ sports of Śrı̄ Rādhāmādhava. The
bodies of the loving couple was reddened by the powders thrown by the
girlfriends. Śrı̄la Ācārya Prabhu, too, with the permission of his guru in

102Narahari Cakravartin, Bhakti-ratnākara, Sixth Wave:

ācāryer bāhyajñāna haila hena kāle
prabhu-datta mālā dekhe āpanār gale
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his form as a girlfriend mañjarı̄, was with great joy throwing powders at
the girlfriends in his mañjarı̄-identity.

The service was over
and in external consciousness
he saw his body covered with powder
and unable was he to hide it.103

Where is entering into eternal sports and playing with colored pow-
ders; and where is seeing that clearly on his physical body?

Here is another incident. Śrı̄la Narottamadāsa T. hākura entered into
eternal sport in a state of recollective absorption and was watching the
love sports of Śrı̄ Rādhā and Kr.s.n. a in their bower cottage. Śrı̄ Rādhā be-
coming playful asked her girlfriends to bring treats for Śrı̄ Śyāmasundara
to eat. Everyone was busy with that. Śrı̄ T. hākura Mahāśaya, at the re-
quest of his guru who was in the form of one of Śrı̄ Rādhā’s girlfriends,
was engaged in stirring the milk in his mañjarı̄-servant form.

Seeing the milk about to boil over he became anxious
and removed the milk-pot from the stove
with her [his] bare hands.
That his hands were burned, he hardly noticed.
Stirring the milk he gave it to a girlfriend;
she with joyful heart fed it to Rādhā and Kr.s.n. a.
As soon as she received their leftovers,
external awareness returned.
He hid them as soon as
he saw his burned hands.
But someone nearby knew the truth.104

103ibid:

haila sevā samādhāna, bāhya jñāna haite
dekhe phāgumaya deha, nāre lukāite

104ibid.

uthali par.aye dugdha dekhi vyasta hailā
cūllı̄ haite dugdhapātra haste nāmāiyā
hasta dagdha haila tāhā kichu smr. ti nāi
dugdha āvartana kari dilā sakhı̄ t.hāi
maner ānande rādhākr. s.n. a bhuñjāila
avaśes.a labhya mātre bāhyajñāna haila
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One can discern on basis of the evidence of the experiences of the
learned many incidents like this of many other bhaktas who go to and
return from the eternal sports.

Now the esoteric meaning of the statement of revelation (śruti) that
was cited above, which was not easily understandable because it was
hidden by a lack of clarity, is clearly revealed in the Śrı̄ Bhāgavata which
is an expansion of the meanings of the Vedas. That the statement of
revelation refers to the bhakta who is free from desire can be easily seen:

One in whose mind the seeds of past action issuing in de-
sire are not born is indeed the highest of bhaktas, the only
dwelling of Vāsudeva.105

Since in meaning “abode of Vāsudeva” (vāsudevaikanilaya) one un-
derstands a dwelling or house, or in other words, the resting place of
Śrı̄ Bhagavān in the heart, that such a person, the best of bhāgavatas,
is the intended meaning of that aforementioned hidden statement of
revelation—this is understood from the Śrı̄ Bhāgavata which expands the
meanings of Vedas.

Therefore, only by the influence of pure bhakti are all past karma,
upto and including incipient karma, and all subtle subconscious desires
for enjoyment (bhoga-vāsanā) destroyed, even without their being expe-
rienced. Thus, it is possible to have a direct experience of the Highest
Truth even in this world and while still in this present body. On the
other hand, by the other means like knowledge and so forth incipient
karma is destroyed by experiencing it and one has a direct experience of
Brahman only at the end of the body. Quality-less Brahman is only an
object of knowing; whereas Bhagavān, possessed of qualities, is an ob-
ject visible to the bhakta’s senses which have been purified and infused
with bhakti. By the clear mention of there being a vision or attainment in
this life itself in that statement of revelation, it is established that it refers
to the bhakta.

dagdha hasta dr. s. t.ti mātra kailā sam. gopana
jānilen marma antaraṅga kona jana

105Bhāg. 11.2.50:

n kAmkmbFjAnA\ y-y c�tEs sMBv,।

vAs� d�v{kEnly, s v{ BAgvto�m,॥
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In speaking before about bhaktas who had fainted and whose stains
were cleansed away, this kind of pure, desireless bhakta was meant. And
apart from association with that kind of rare, great-souled bhakta, one
cannot achieve a true turning back towards Kr.s.n. a and a condition of
complete absence of desires for enjoyment, liberation, and magical pow-
ers.

Bhakti, the bhakta, and Bhagavān are completely free of the threads.
Therefore, apart from a divine faith that is thread-free, a faith that is
affected by threads such as clarity (sattva), and so forth, cannot pro-
duce an inclination towards a thread-free object. The gnostic (jñānı̄) and
the yogı̄ are not inclined towards threadless Brahman or the Superself
(paramātman) either; they are inclined towards their own purposes—
liberation. The desire of the gnostic to obtain Brahman—is out of a de-
sire for his own liberation. The yogı̄’s desire to obtain the Superself—is
out of a desire to for his own liberation along with the eight supernatu-
ral powers (siddhis). However, the bhakta’s desire to obtain Bhagavān is
out of a desire to serve Bhagavān and please him. It is not for his own
enjoyment or liberation.

For bhaktas who are intent on bhakti, a divine mental operation arises
that is completely aimed at the happiness of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a and completely
free of concern for their own happiness. In all other cases, because of the
suble traces (vāsanā) of desire for enjoyment or liberation, there remains
a deceit or ignorance that aims at one’s own happiness. Bhakti alone is
untouched by the fraud of desire to please one’s own senses. Therefore,
except in dharma related to Bhagavān, one does not find an absence of
deceit in the form of seeking one’s own happiness, in its fullest expres-
sion, in any other dharma. Therefore, at the beginning of the definition
of dharma related to Bhagavān or bhakti, the just stated uniqueness of
bhakti is praised in the Śrı̄mad Bhāgavata (1.1.2) unabashedly and full-
throatedly: “Dharma, completely free of deceit, is here [described], the
highest [dharma] of holy ones who are without envy” (dharmah. projjhi-
takaitavo’tra paramo nirmatsarān. ām. satām). In other words, in the Śrı̄mad
Bhāgavata the highest dharma of the saintly who are without envy has
been described. And what kind is that? In reply to this question it is
said: “it is [dharma] in which deceitfulness, or fraud in the form of self-
interest, has been completely rejected.” In the commentary’s elucidation
of the pra prefix of the word projjhita (pra + ujjhita), Śrı̄dhara Svāmin says:
“because of the pra prefix not only the desire for enjoyment is rejected;
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even deceit in the form of the desire for liberation is rejected.”106 That
supreme dharma is described in this Śrı̄ Bhāgavata.

In the word “service” (sevā) is understood the intention of only bring-
ing about the happiness of one’s object of worship. For this reason the
words “service of Bhagavān” are used only for non-deceitful bhaktas and
thus the claim of oneness of the life force of bhakta and Bhagavān is
proven. But on the subject of the objects of worship of other worshipers
the word “service” is never found is to be used. One doesn’t hear any-
where of “service of the demigods,” “service of Brahman,” “service of
the Superself,” and so forth. Morover, Bhagavān is heard to be praised
as “fond of his bhaktas” (bhakta-vatsala). But, in relation to other wor-
shipers, it is never heard that he is “fond of selfless actors,” “fond of
the gnostics,” “fond of the yogı̄s,” and so forth. Therefore, pure bhakti
towards Śrı̄ Bhagavān, who is the object of worship of pure enthusiasts
(bhāgavatas), since it is purely free of deceit, or absent of any desire for
one’s own benefit, is worthy of being self-evident as the highest form of
desirelessness.

On attaining the happiness of serving Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a, there is no longer
any need or longing for one’s own happiness in some separate way in
the heart of the desireless bhakta. The heart of the desireless bhakta itself
is the only recreation place for the happiness of service to Śrı̄ Bhagavān.
As long as the subtle urges (vāsanā) for sense enjoyment and liberation,
whose purposes are the happiness of one’s self, are present in the heart,
one is not able to find in that heart any indication of the happiness of
bhakti. Therefore, Śrı̄ Rūpa Gosvāmin has written:

As long as the witch of desire for sense enjoyment and liber-
ation exists in the heart, how can the happiness of bhakti arise
in it?107

Therefore, bhakti is weightier than selfless action, gnosis (knowledge,
insight), and yoga. As it is said: “it [bhakti]is greater even than selfless
action, gnosis, and yoga,”108

106Śrı̄dhara Svāmin, Bhāvārtha-dı̄pikā on 1.1.2: þfNd�n mo"AEBsE�DrEp Enr-t,
107Śrı̄ Rūpa Gosvāmin, Bhakti-rasāmr. ta-sindhu, 1.2.22:

B� EÄm� EÄ-p� hA yAvt̂ EpfAcF ãEd vtt�।

tAv�EÄs� K-yA/ kTm<y� dyo Bv�t̂॥

108Nārada-bhakti-sūtras, 25: sA t� kmâAnyog�<yo_=yEDktrA
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More specifically, without connection with bhakti selfless action, gno-
sis, yoga, and other spiritual disciples are not completed. This was
demonstrated earlier.

Again, although Brahman and the Superself are essentially thread-
less (nirgun. a), the practices to attain them, gnosis and yoga, are con-
nected with the thread of clarity (sāttvika). As it is said: “from the thread
of clarity is born gnosis.”109 In the cultivation of gnosis and yoga, there
exists a connection with threaded (sagun. ā) bhakti as a part of them. When
gnosis is renounced, that is, when gnosis is rejected just prior to the
stage of full accomplishment, then only bhakti remains. That then be-
comes pure or threadless and by providing a connection to threadless
Brahman and Superself, it becomes the cause of their attainment. But,
the main result of pure bhakti, the appearance of divine love for Kr.s.n. a, is
not given. The reason for that is that bhakti has been accepted into gno-
sis and the rest in a secondary way or as a mere part of them. If bhakti
is accepted as primary, its result is the appearance of divine love; if it is
accepted as secondary or as a mere part then bhakti’s secondary results,
the four goals of human life (piety, wealth, pleasure, and liberation), are
given. In order to obtain the joy of serving Kr.s.n. a, it is necessary to ac-
cept only threadless or pure bhakti as the main or dominant thing—that
bhakti, which is the best of all, makes as its main result the appearance
of divine love possible and as its secondary result it makes, after the
destruction of sins and the stopping of the process of rebirth, liberation
possible.

Bhakti is the inseparable union of the essential cores of Śrı̄ Bhagavān’s
pleasuring-giving and consciousness powers.110 Therefore, even though
bhakti is a personal possession of Śrı̄ Bhagavān, the possessor of all pow-
ers, one has to receive it by means of bhakti itself. Apart from that it is not
available from Bhagavān directly. The reason is that the living is bound
up by māyā and has no direct connection with Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a. His flow or
stream of bhakti is transported by the great ones (mahat) who are his own
people and thus descends into the world. And then the grace of some

109Bhagavad-gı̄tā, 14.17: s�vAt̂ s\jAyt� âAnm̂
110Baladeva Vidyābhūs.an. a, Siddhānta-ratna, : �AEdnFsArsmv�tsEMv(sAr!p�Et, [Literally,

“[Bhakti has the form of] the essence of consciousness inseparably united with the essence
of the pleasure-giving power.” This charactization is interesting because it makes the core
of bhakti the samvit or consciousness power of Bhagavān. To that core by the relationship
of inherence (samavāya) is joined the core of the pleasure-giving power. The relationship of
inherence signals a connection that is inseparable. This explains and supports Baladeva’s
interesting claim, given earlier in the same text, that bhakti is a form of knowledge or
awareness (jñāna). Translator.]
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supremely independent person who dear to Bhagavān infuses it directly
into a living being and with the appearance of bhakti, anticipated by faith
and such, in that living being Kr.s.n. a’s grace is also obtained. Therefore it
is said: “by means of bhakti obtained by association with holy ones.”111

In other words “without the grace of the great ones there is no bhakti in
any action.”112

It was previously said that when bhakti in the form of the pleasure-
giving power exists in Śrı̄ Bhagavān, who is the possesser of power, it
is called śakti. When it appears outside him and illumines the heart of
the bhakta it is called bhakti. That outside-manifesting bhakti situated in
the heart of the bhakta becomes decorated with many feelings, excitants,
and so forth and gives joy to Śrı̄ Bhagavān whose very essence is joy.
This is one of bhakti’s most astonishing glories. Even though a child in
the womb is perceived to be a tremendous joy to its mother, after it is
born, it gives its mother even greater joy when it plays and moves about
as an infant on her lap. In the same way bhakti, which is a form of the
pleasure-giving power, appears outside of Śrı̄ Bhagavān in the heart of
the bhakta. That bhakti manifests itself in many varieties of efforts on the
part of the bhakta to bring about Hari’s satisfaction and after accomplish-
ing the happiness of Śrı̄ Bhagavān through service, the bhakta himself
also experiences joy by tasting grace-happiness (prasādı̄ sukha).113

Again, although honey is the possession of the flower, it cannot be
obtained directly from a flower—there is no way. Rather, the only way
to obtain honey is by means of the honey bee. In the same way flow
streams of honey in the form of talks about Hari, oozing from the hon-
eycomb hearts of honey bee-like bhaktas. It is not possible to attain pure
bhakti apart from having a fortunate connection with them. As it is said:

Even though the sun has the power to burn, without the
medium of a burning glass (a lens) fire is not produced. So,
too, only through the medium of the holy man is bhakti for
Hari instilled.114

111Bhāg., 11.11.24: s(s½lNDyA BÅA
112Cc., 2.22.32: mahatsanṅga vinā kono karme bhakti naya
113Grace-happiness, like grace-food, is happiness left for the enjoyment of the bhakta by

Śrı̄ Bhagavān [Trans.]
114Source unknown:

s� ykA�trEvyogA�E¡-t/ þjAyt�।

ev\ v{ sAD� s\yogA�rO BEÄ, þjAyt�॥
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Because of the tremendous rarity of association with great bhaktas of
that calibre, it is extremely difficult for the living being to obtain pure
bhakti through good fortune. And, in connection with the causes of this
tremendous rarity, basically four reasons are cited:

1. The independence or uncontrollable nature of the arrival of bhakta-
saints.

2. The complete absense of any cause for such association.

3. The extreme rarity of that kind of desireless bhakta.

4. Unrecognizability (that it, the mundane intellects inability to rec-
ognize a saint)

Therefore in scripture it is said: “Association with the great ones is rare,
unrecognizable and not without result.”115

As, by contact with the exceedingly rare water of the constellation
of Svātı̄, a pearl is sometimes infused into the hidden interior of one
clam out of millions and millions, so, into the heart of someone, through
an extraordinary stroke of good fortune, is infused pure bhakti which is
born of the grace of some great one and that person becomes endowed
with qualities like greatness and so forth in the form of a bhakta.

Both association with great ones and talks about Hari are self-manifesting
things beyond the three threads. Therefore, they are very rare. And
again the combination of those two things in one place is an even rarer
matter.

Therefore, since pure bhakti appears in the above mentioned way, ob-
taining it is extremely rare. Therefore, it has been said in the Śrı̄ Caitanya-
caritāmr. ta:

Out of millions of selfless actors one gnostic is best. Out of
millions of gnostics only one is liberated. Out of millions of
those who are liberated one rare one is a bhakta of Kr.s.n. a.116

I have followed the Bengali version of Kanupriya Goswami rather than translate di-
rectly from the Sanskrit. His Bengali brings out implications in the verse that a straight
translation would not.

115Nārada-bhakti-sūtra, 39: mh(s½-t� d� lBo_gMyo_moG�
116Cc., 2.19.131:

kot.i karmı̄ madhye eka jñānı̄ śres. t.ha
kot.i jñānı̄ madhye ekajana mukta
kot.i mukta madhye durlabha eka kr. s.n. abhakta
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Therefore, since Bhāgavata-dharma or bhakti, which is free of threads,
produced by association with great ones, and obtained by chance, is so
rare, engagement in the four goals of life which are favored by the natu-
ral thread-woven faiths of embodied beings is helpful for living beings
in general. As it has been said in scripture:

Liberation is easily obtained from cultivation on the path of
gnosis; sense enjoyments such as going to the heavens is eas-
ily obtained from pious acts like the sacrificial rites and such
that are described in the scriptures. But, this self-manifesting,
threadless bhakti for Hari is extremely difficult to obtain even
by thousands of thread-influenced practices.117

For this reason it is said that as long as the extremely good fortune
of the acquisition of bhakti from association with the great ones does not
occur, or in other words, as long as a divine faith does not arise in the
hearts of the livings beings, being infused in them by the grace of the
great ones, and, as a result of that, the inclination to cultivate bhakti,
with a sense of ultimate respect for it and the feeling that it is the best
of all, is not born, the four goals of life, which are not as elevated or as
good as bhakti, are established in scripture as alternative paths. They
prevent living beings from falling downwards and according to their
qualifications bring about gradual improvements in them. Therefore,
Śrı̄ Bhagavān has expressed a similar intention when he spoke to Śrı̄
Uddhava:

As long as you do not become indifferent to world things
or as long as faith in listening to stories about me and such
practices does not arise in you, you should perform your ap-
propriate actions.118

117Cited in Śrı̄ Rūpa Gosvāmin’s Bhakti-rasāmr. ta-sindhu as a statement from an
unidentified tantra:

âAnt, s� lBA m� EÄB�EÄyâAEdp� �yt,।

s�y\ sADnsAhú{hErBEÄ, s� d� lBA॥

118Bhāg., 11.20.9:

tAv(kmAEZ k� vFt n Env���t yAvtA।

m(kTA�vZAdO vA ��A yAvà jAyt�॥

The Bengali translation in the original book adds a good deal of commentary: “As long
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If people give up their own dharma or actions in accord with their
own faiths and qualifications, they do not obtain gnosis or bhakti. How-
ever, when by the performance of desire-free action, as enjoined by scrip-
ture, disinterest in the enjoyment of the objects of the senses arises, then
qualification for following the path of gnosis is produced and one auto-
matically gives up action. Or, when bhakti, preceded by faith, obtained
by causeless association with the great ones, arises one automatically
gives up one’s all one’s own dharma. Therefore, it has been written in
the Śrı̄ Caitanya-caritāmr.ta, in the context of beautifully analyzing dif-
ferent instructions of the Bhagavad-gı̄tā:

His previous orders were
the dharma of the Vedas,
action, yoga, and gnosis.
After discussing them all,
his final order has more force.
On the strength of this order,
if faith in bhakti has arisen,
then give up all other actions
and worsip Kr.s.n. a.119

as your mind is not purified by desireless action and indifference on the path of gnosis
does not arise, or, as long as threadless faith in my stories, produced by association with
the great ones, does not arise in you, you should perform the actions enjoined by the
Vedas.”

119Cc., 2.22.35-36:

pūrva ājñā veda-dharma, karma, yoga, jñāna
saba sādhi avaśes.a ājñā balavān
ei ājñā bale bhaktye śraddhā yadi haya
sarva karma tyāga kari se kr. s.n. a bhajaya

Even after Śrı̄ Bhagavān gave that instruction to give up all action and dharma and only
worship him (in the Bhagavad-gı̄tā, 18.66: svDmAn̂ pEr(y>y�(yAEd), many people are still
found to be engaged in action and such. From this one can understand that without the
most rare association of great ones and the stories and instructions about Hari that arise
from that, faith in bhakti cannot be produced, even if it is taught by Śrı̄ Bhagavān himself.
For this reason, Śrı̄ Bhagavān sometimes has to come himself into the universe as a great,
great one to bestow bhakti in a grand fashion. Therefore, if faith in bhakti is infused into
one by the unpredictable influence of association of the great ones, then one can give up
all other actions and become engaged in the worship of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a.
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On the Author (by
Rasikamohana Śarmā)

After a long period of inactivity and apathy or of the sleep of illusion
in some society, when a sign of awakening is perceived, in most cases
its first appearance is noticeable in its literature. At such times literature
has to reshape itself by means of many different states or conditions.
Through many blows and counter-blows, actions and counter-actions,
creatings and breakings, the life of a literature can be unfolded and nour-
ished. At the present time one can perceive signs of a new awakening of
Vais.n. ava literature in Bengali. Even though many deficiencies are vis-
ible at this time,120 it is a subject of hope and joy that now the body of
society is being stirred by vibrations of life and is blossoming again. Life
has begun; a living self has entered the body of society. It is natural that
some deficiencies are seen at this energetic, uncontrollable time.

It is an occasion for even greater happiness that the descendents of
all those great beings, who at the time of the appearance of the Lord
himself, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a Caitanyadeva, surrounded him on all sides like stars
in the evening sky and who brightened the life-force of society with the
light of prema-bhakti (sacred love), now have been revived through the
memories of who they are and their senses of their duty have blossomed.
In the flood of the nectar of sacred love, their pure ancestors created on
the dry bones of a dead society a magnificent flowering garden pos-
sessed of the sweetness and beauty of sacred love. With the wealth of
Vr.ndāvana poetry those ancestors gave dead Bengali literature a new
life, a new beauty, a new sweetness and drew the eyes of the world to
it. Those ancestors raised Bengali poetic literature to a position of re-
spect and honor in world literature. Now their descendents, realizing

120This essay is dated 1340 Bangābda or 1933 C.E.
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their hereditary responsibilities, have descended onto the field of action.
Among the writers of this order the name of Śrı̄mat Kānupriya Gosvāmı̄
Mahāśaya is particularly noteworthy. Before starting any discussion of
this book121 by him I think it necessary to give a bit of an introduction to
him.

Five hundred years ago, even before the appearance of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a
Caitanya Mahāprabhu, from time to time in certain villages of Bengal
many deeply experienced, great souls used to descend into the world
and adorn the breast of mother earth, the nurse of living beings. They
used to illumine the hearts of men and women with the shining light
of their sharp knowledge. They used to sprinkle the hearts of men and
women who were scorched by the heat of the three types of suffering
with a Yamunā-Jāhnavı̄-like current of sacred love (prema-bhakti). They
used to establish the power of all kinds of good instruction in the hearts
of men and women by the affectionate and warm glow of their own
good examples. This author is a virtuous, fortunate descendent of one
of those great souls.

Of all the names, that have been received with bhakti, of the great
souls who were eternally perfected companions of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. acaitanya
Mahāprabhu, who descended to purify this Age of Kali, the names of
three persons have been specially honored in the Gaudiya Vais.n. ava so-
ciety as eternally perfected companions: Śrı̄ Sadāśiva Kavirāja, his son
Śrı̄ Purus.ottama Dāsa, and his son Śrı̄ Kānu T. hākura or T. hākura Kānāi.
They are introduced in Vais.n. ava texts like the Caitanya-caritāmr. ta, the
Caitanya-bhāgavata and so forth:

Śrı̄ Sadāśiva Kavirāja was a truly great one
And Śrı̄ Purus.ottamadāsa was his son,
Who from birth was immersed in Nityānanda’s feet.
He ceaselessly performed childhood sport with Kr.s.n. a.
His son was the great soul Śrı̄ Kānu T. hākura.
In whose body stayed the nectar of love for Kr.s.n. a.122

In the Śrı̄ Laghu-bhāgavatāmr. ta (Smaller Nectar of Things Relating to
the Lord), Section Two entitled Bhaktāmr. ta (Nectar of the Bhakta) it is
determined: among all of the bhaktas of Hari, Prahlāda is the best; but

121This introduction was writtend for Śrı̄ Kanupriya Goswami’s previous book called
Jı̄ver Svarūpa o Svadharma, The True Nature and True Duty of the Living Being.

122Kr.s.n. adāsa Kavirāja, Caitanya-caritāmr. ta, 1.11.35-37
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even better than Prahlāda are the Pān. d. avas and even better than the
Pān. d. avas are some of the Yādavas; once again, among all of the Yādavas
Uddhava is the best and yet even better than Uddhava are the ladies
of Vraja since even Śrı̄ Uddhava begs for the dust from the feet of the
ladies of Vraja; moreover, among those ladies of Vraja Śrı̄ Rādhikā and
Śrı̄ Candrāvalı̄ are the best of all. That is made known in the bhakti scrip-
tures:

There, too, the two best (group leadersin all respects are Rādhā
and Candrāvalı̄. Moreover, in their two groups are millions
of doe-eyed ladies.123

Between those two, once again Śrı̄ Rādhikā is Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a’s dearmost
lover. Only Śrı̄ Rādhikā is the crown-jewel of all bhaktas.

We can see in the works of Vais.n. avas that Śrı̄ Sadāśiva Kavirāja is
determined to be that Candrāvalı̄ in the previous sport:

Candrāavlı̄, who is equal to his life-breath, is Kavirāja Sadāśiva.124

She who was previously Candrāvalı̄ in Vraja, foremost beloved
of Kr.s.n. a is now in Gaud. a Kavirāja Sadāśiva.125

Śrı̄ Sadāśiva Kavirāja’s son, Śrı̄ Purus.ottama Dāsa, was like his fa-
ther famous in the Vais.n. ava world as a repository of bhakti. In the sport
of Śrı̄ Gaura companions of Śrı̄ Nityānanda—the great souls known as
the twelve Gopālas—brought a flood of holy names and divine love to
Bengal. Śrı̄ Purus.ottama Dāsa T. hākura was one of those great beings.
He has been described in the Vais.n. ava texts as the famous Stokakr.s.n. a
among the dear friends of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. acandra, the supreme person.

123Rūpa Gosvāmin, Ujjvala-nı̄laman. i, 4.1:

t/AEp svTA ��¤� rADAc�dý AvlF(y� B�।

y� Tyo-t� yyao, sE�t koEVsºA m� gFd� f,॥

124Ananta-sam. hitā: c�dý AvlF þAZt� SyA kEvrAj, sdAEfv,।
125Kavikarn. apūra, Śrı̄ Gaura-gan. oddeśa-dı̄pikā, 156:

p� rA c�dý AvlF yAsF�ý j� k� 	ZEþyAprA।

aD� nA gOXd�f�_sO kEvrAj, sdAEfv,॥
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The friend StokaKr.s.n. a before was Dāsa Śrı̄ Purus.ottama.126

He who was Stokakr.s.n. a became Dāsa Purus.ottama.127

The famous author of Praise of Vais.n. avas, Śrı̄ Devakı̄nandana took
shelter (became a disciple) of this Śrı̄ Purus.ottama Dāsa and became
most pure and fortune. This the author himself has related in his book.

The son of Śrı̄ Purus.ottama Dāsa, Śrı̄ Kānu T. hākura, was respected,
like his father and grandfather, in Gaud. ı̄ya Vais.n. ava society as an eter-
nally accomplished companion of Bhagavān. When he was very young
his name was “Baby Kr.s.n. adāsa.” At a very early age the sweetness
of transcendent divine love appeared in his heart. Among the friends
of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a the dear playmates occupy the highest place and among
them Subala and Ujjvala are determined to be the foremost: “Among the
dear playmates the chief are Subala and Ujjvala.”128 Śrı̄ Vr.ndāvana Dāsa
T. hākura in his book named the Śrı̄ Caitanay-candrodaya129 describes
him as the friend Ujjvala of Vraja:

The son of Purus.ottama was Baby Kr.s.n. adāsa Gosvāmı̄. He
perceived the shining true nature; this much I know.130

He as a youth went to Vr.ndāvana with Śrı̄mtı̄ Jāhnavā Devı̄. At that
time, perceiving the sweetness of him playing the flute along with his
supernatural beauty and unparalleled dancing expressions, Śrı̄pāda Jı̄va
Gosvāmin and the other teachers then residing in Vraja were astonished.
From that time forth he became known as “Śrı̄ Kānut.hākura.” This event
was witnessed personally by the author of the Śrı̄ Caitanya-bhāgavata, Śrı̄
Vr.ndāvanadāsa T. hākura and recorded as follows:

When he was a teenager then in Vr.ndāvana I saw his great
realization with my own eyes. In saṅkı̄rtana he was like

126ibid., 130: -tokk� 	Z, sKA þA`yo dAs, �Fp� zqo�m,।
127Bhaktamāla: -tokk� 	Z y� ho t� ho dAs p� zqo�m
128Śrı̄ Rūpa Gosvāmin, Bhakti-rasāmr. ta-sindhu, : Eþynmvy-y�q� þvrO s� blo>>vlO
129The Śrı̄ Caitanya-candrodaya by Śrı̄mat Vr.ndāvanadāsa T. hākura was edited and pub-

lished in CA 429 (1915 CE) from a handwritten manuscipt by the late Śrı̄ Surendranath
Goswami. Later (1962) Sundarānanda Vidyāvinoda Mahodaya published another edition
of it.

130Vr.ndāvana Dāsa, Śrı̄ Caitanya-candrodaya: purus.ottama-suta śis.u kr. s.n. adāsa gosvāmı̄— ujj-
vala svarūpa anubhave jāni āmi——
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a second Madanagopāla. With a pearl necklace swinging
from his neck and a garland of forest flowers, the sound
of his flute stole everyone’s minds. The Vrajavāsı̄’s said he
was Kr.s.n. a become visible. Śrı̄ Jı̄va Gosvāmin and the rest
of the Vrajavāsı̄s seeing his beauty offered praise. From that
time on his name became Śrı̄ Kānut.hākura. What more can
I say about his vast greatness? Whomever that Friend Ujj-
vala showed his grace that person easily attained Rādhā and
Kr.s.n. a.131

It is said that when he danced the anklebells on his swift moving feet
broke and landed in Bodhkhānā in the district of Yaśohar. For that rea-
son, he later selected Bodhkhānā as his home. There, the sacred images
established by him, Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Rādhā-Prān. avallabha are still present132

and in honor of his fifth swing, every year in that place there is a festi-
val. On that day, an amazing kadamba tree blossoms.

Some of the Gosvāmı̄s descendants of Kānāi T. hākura came from
Bodhkhānā to the village of Bhājanaghāt.a in the District of Nadı̄yā to
live. There the sacred images named Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Rādhāvallabha, Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Rādhā-
vr.ndāvanacandra, and Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Rādhāgovinda were revealed and estab-
lished and are being served by them to this day. Śrı̄la T. hākura Kānāi
was the last eternally accomplished person in that family which is pure
and possesses the highest form of the bhakti of divine love. For that
reason, they are known in the society of Vais.n. avas as Gosvāmı̄s of the
family of T. hākura Kānāi.

The Vaidya community of Bengal is famous for its genius from an-
cient times. Learning, intelligence, discrimination, renunciation, knowl-
edge, concentration, bhakti, and divine love, for these and other spiri-
tual virtues they have been objects of respect in society at large for a
long time. Beyond this, from time to time, many accomplished per-
sons (siddha-purus.a) have appeared. Not just in the Vais.n. ava commu-
nity, in the Śākta and Śaiva communities, too, many renunciant Vaidya
practitioners and accomplished persons’s names have come to our at-
tention. Among the hagiographers of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. acaitanya Mahāprabhu
many great beings like Śrı̄la Murārigupta, Śrı̄ Narahari T. hākura, Śrı̄la

131Śrı̄ Vr.ndāvanadāsa T. hākura, Śrı̄ Caitanya-candrodaya, 2.115-120.
132In the turmoil of the creation of Pakistan, the images were moved and at present is

in Kolkata, in Barāhanagar, at 1/2 Pāt.habārı̄ Lane, in the temple established by Śrı̄mat
Gaurahari Gosvāmı̄ Prabhu.
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Kavikarn. apūra, Śrı̄la Locana Dāsa, Śrı̄la Kr.s.n. adāsa Kavirāja Gosvāmı̄,
and others have by their appearance brought fortune to the Vaidya com-
munity. By the appearance of three eternally accomplished persons in
a row, from Śrı̄la Sadāśiva Kavirāja to T. hākura Kānāi, the excellence of
the Vaidya community has been illuminated.

After the time of Śrı̄ Kānu T. hākura many pious, learned, and saintly
persons have been born in this family. Many of them have been re-
spected in society for the excellence of their learning and the power of
their bhakti. Among those pious and learned persons born in this family,
the names of Śrı̄ Bihārı̄lāla Gosvāmı̄, author of the book Śrı̄ Kānutattvanir-
n. aya (Determination of the Truth About Śrı̄ Kānu), and Śrı̄ Hārādhana
Gosvāmı̄, who had an uncommon expertise in bhakti-scriptures such as
the Bhāgavata, are specially worthy of note. Nearly half a century ago
someone created a massive flood of joy with bhakti-rasa in Eastern Ben-
gal (now Bangladesh) through his songs and poetry. That celebrated and
deeply faithful person was Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. akamala Gosvāmiı̄ Mahodaya who
was born in this same, pure family at Bhājanaghat.a. I met him person-
ally in Dhaka. I was then a young man and he was elderly. My mind
was drawn by his poetic genius; I had memorized many of the songs
from his Svapna-vilāsa, Vicitra-vilāsa, Rāi Unmādinı̄, and Bharata Milana.
Even now those songs are in my memory. I myself perceived in him the
good habits, honest modes of interaction, civility, and humility of those
Vais.n. avas possessed of good behavior of the days of old.

The author of this book’s late father, the most honorable and sage-
like Śrı̄ Surendranātha Gosvāmı̄ Mahāśaya (BA., L.M.S.), was an special
object of my affection. From the time we first met, a deep feeling of
friendship was born between us. In age he was much junior to me, but
because of his stolidness, profundity, sweetness, passion for knowledge,
acceptance of renunciation, firmness in truth, measured speech, straight-
forwardness, and above all his Vais.n. avism I always had faith in him. I
loved him—had deep affection for him, but that affection was not ex-
actly like the affection one has for someone who is younger; it was an
affection mixed with deep faith. I, with deep faith in my heart, felt af-
fection for him. When he entered the eternal home, I experienced the
flames of intense grief for a long time.

I have known the author or this book, Śrı̄mān Kānupriya Gosvāmı̄,
since he was a child. His firmness in the truth, purity of character, pas-
sion for dharma, and concern for maintaining proper etiquette devel-
oped in childhood. I had noticed those traits in him then, too. But,
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that he would attain the proficiency to increase the honor of his already
universally honored family by becoming so highly regarded and re-
spected in Vais.n. ava society and by attaining such eminence in the world
of Vais.n. ava literature, that I could not foresee. Control over the senses,
self-control, life-long celebacy, rejection of desire for enjoyment and other
fine virtues developed in special measure in him from his early youth.
Just as in the tiniest Banyan seed all the qualities of being a huge tree are
hidden and just as in time in the bossom of the earth the gradual devel-
opment of those traits becomes visible and enlarged in a regular fashion,
so too from his very childhood I perceived the unfolding of his limitless
fine qualities. But, that the current of this accomplished family would
become so much more highly developed in him, that was beyond my
ability to infer back then. He was not educated in any school, college or
traditional school (catus.pat.hi), but the kind of excellence in sagacity and
learning and in the bhakti and gnosis that he attained by the power of
his keen intelligence, which he accrued from previous births, and by the
grace of the Lord, all those qualities are rarely seen even among well-
educated people. The current of the force of his oratorial eloquence is
immense like the currents of the Gaṅgā or Yamunā and is full of both pu-
rity of word and purity of feeling. In his oratory nothing like irrelevant
speech, loss of direction, harshness to the ear, pointless use of language,
and so forth are even in the slightest degree noticeable. Even after hear-
ing many of his lectures, there remain in the ears of his well-educated
listeners, those who are sensitive to feelings and rasa, the emotionally
packed, sweet resonances of his words.

Now I shall talk about his writing ability. In this connection, this
book is a shining example.133 People in general think that writing es-
says on Vais.n. ava scripture is easy, but in actually it is completely the re-
verse. All the works written by his eternal companions, the Gosvāmins
of Vr.ndāvana, by the grace of Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. acaitanya Mahāprabhu are
vast treasure troves of settled teaching filled with the most subtle anal-
yses. Without the grace of the Lord we lack qualification to enter into
that treasury of settled teaching on the strength of our own laboriously
accumulated intellects and learning. Works on the settled teachings of
bhakti by those who write only on the strength of their keen intellects
may have skillful writing in them. They may be pleasant to read be-
cause of the clever choice of words and charming use of language, but
in the reading of those kinds of books by writers who do not practice

133This essay appeared as a preface to Kānupriya Goswami’s The True Nature and Function
of the Living Being (Jı̄ber Svarūp o Svadharma), first published in 1934.
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bhakti, bhakta readers do not find even a drop of enjoyment.

In this little book134 extremely difficult philosophical issues have been
discussed. The author, by the divine eye of his bhakti, has seen the hid-
den, secret essence of all of those truths and in a natural and simple way
made those easy to read for the general public. His language is lucid and
well polished. Each and every subject reveals his thoughtfulness and be-
cause of his skillful writing even women with little education can easily
understand him. The essays are filled with philosophical thinking and
yet because of the beauty and sweetness of their poetry and the charm of
their language they are attractive to readers in general. One other special
feature of this book is that whenever the author takes up whatever work,
the freshness of his feelings and the fundamental nature of his thinking
are extremely clearly noticeable. Freshness and fundamentalmentality
of line of thought are quite rare in others. Even those settled teachings
that contain extraordinarily subtle truths have become comprehensible
to the general public through his skillful explanations. One of his ma-
jor distinguishing traits is in making his essays attractive to the general
reader by use of similes, examples and such forth, and by the beauty of
his quite charming and sweet language.

In some specific places and for some specific topics, there is a need
for repetition. For some readers this may seem unjustified. But, if one
is going to make some of those hidden, profound truths capable of be-
ing comprehended by general readers, they have to be reflected into the
budlike minds of readers whose intelligences are soft in many ways, in
many manners, by many methods and with many examples. In certain
circumstances the method of “[repeatedly] pounding the post” is not to
be regarded as a fault but instead as an ornament. Critics must keep all
subjects in their gazes in order to reveal the author’s intention. Just as
human being’s physical appearance and type is a matter of individual
independence, independence in one’s mental vision, one’s assessment of
auguments and one’s operation of intellect and analysis is also natural.
I am expressing my own individual opinion here. I think that among all
of the books that are available at the present time in Gaud. ı̄ya Vais.n. ava
literature, this book will attain a very high standing. Its language is
pure, its taste is highly refined, its conception is elevated, it is decorated
with clarity and skillfulness of explanation and with use of similes and
examples, and it is filled with the settled teachings of the Vais.n. ava scrip-
tures. The language of this book is charming throughout, its feeling and

134The True Nature and Function of the Living Being (Jı̄ber Svarūp o Svadharma)
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flavor are sweet, and its clear demonstration of expertise in explaining
the genuine teachings shines most brightly.

I pray at the tips of the feet of the most compassionate Śrı̄ Śrı̄ Gaurāṅ-
gasundara that, by his grace, this author obtains a healthy body, a peace-
ful mind, and a long life, that he shine in human society as an example of
the condition of the bhakta, and that, becoming an eternal resident of his
(Śrı̄ Gaurāṅga’s) home world, which is illumined by the light of the bliss
of his sweet nectar as though scattered everywhere through the rays of
moonlight from his toe nails, he sprinkles nectar, through his explana-
tions of the bhakti scriptures, on all living beings who are scorched by
the three sufferings. alamiti vistāren. a (“Enough said on this subject.”)

1340 Sāla (1934 C.E.)
12th Agrahāyan. a, Mahādvādaśı̄

Śrı̄ Rasikamohana Śarmā (Vidyābhūs.an. a)
25 No. Bagbazar Street,
Kolkata
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The Importance of the
Guru and Divine Name

In the context of association with great ones or saints, the question of
the importance and role of the guru or spiritual teacher naturally arises.
While association with the saints of a tradition, when it can be had, is
certainly indispensible for one who wants to advance on the path to
sanctity envisioned by that tradition, in India this association most often
occurs in the context of finding, testing, asking for acceptance by, and
then living under the protection and guidance of a religious teacher who
belongs to the tradition. Thus, it is important to understand the role of
the guru as understood in the Caitanya tradition as an extension of belief
in the sacred power of association with the great bhaktas.

Surprisingly perhaps, while the position of the guru is discussed in
sections of many books, there is only one book that I am aware of that is
devoted entirely to the subject of the guru. That is Sundarananda Dasa’s
(a.k.a., Sundarananda Vidyavinode) book in Bengali called The Nature
of the Guru in Vais.n. ava Teaching (Vais.n. ava-sidhānte Śrı̄gurusvarūpa). The
learned author discusses many of the important issues relating to the
guru in the twelve chapters of his book: (1) The Necessity of the Guru,
(2) The Mantraguru and Initiation (dı̄ks. ā), (3) The General Characteris-
tics of the Guru, (4) The Suitableness of the Guru and the Disciple, (5)
The Testing of the Guru and the Disciple, (6) The Temporal, Family, and
Lineage-perfected Gurus, (7) The Collective and Distributive Gurus, (8)
The Non-difference of the Guru from Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a, (9) Offences to the Guru,
(10) The Rejection of the Guru, (11) The Duties of the Initiated Disciple,
and finally (12) Service of and Association with the Guru. This thorough
treatment of the principle of the guru is too detailed for inclusion in this
book. It really requires a separate monograph and it is my hope that at
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in the future I will be able to translate and document Sundarananda’s
fine work. For the present book, however, I decided to include a chapter
from an early Caitanya Vais.n. ava text, little known outside the tradition,
that discusses briefly, in the scope of some twenty-five verses with occa-
sional commentary, the role of the guru.

The text presented here in both Sanskrit and English is the third
chapter of a work called the A Collection of the Essentials of Bhakti for the
Lord (Śrı̄ Bhagavad-bhakti-sāra-samuccaya) by Lokānandācārya, a disciple
of Narahari Sarkar, who was an important and close companion of Śrı̄
Caitanya.135 When the book was written is not known, but we can as-
sume that it was composed within a generation of Śrı̄ Caitanya’s time.
There is a story told about the author in a work devoted to praising the
initiation lineage of Narahari Sarkar called The Discernment of the Branch
of Narahari (Narahari-śākhā-nirn. aya) by a Gopāladāsa. The date and au-
thenticity of this text are uncertain, but the following account has be-
come part of the tradition of Lokānandācārya:

I call the branch of Narahari the victor of all directions.
I now describe a learned man named Lokānandācārya.
He once told Śrı̄ Gaurāṅga, “I have this certain bug.
Whoever shall defeat me, I will take shelter of him.”136

He was defeated by T. hākura [Narahari];
therefore, he took shelter of him in Nı̄lācala.
His book is the Bhakti-sāra-samuccaya,
which explains the doctrines of Gaurāṅga in [on the basis of]

the Purān. as.137

135There are three editions of the work in my possession, two by Haridas Sastri (1979 in
Devanagari and with Hindi translation and again in 1979 in Bengali script and with Ben-
gali translation) and that of Haribhaktadas (1982 in Bengali script with a Bengali transla-
tion).

136That is, I will accept him as my uru and become his disciple.
137As cited in both Haridas Sastri’s and Haribhakta Das’ introductions:

digvijayı̄ nāma kari t.hākurer śākhā
lokānānandācārya nāma pan. d. ite kari lekhā
śrı̄gaurāṅge kahe mor ei kı̄t.a haya
ye more jinibe tāre kariba āśraya
t.hākurer sthāne tem. ho hailā parājaya
nı̄lācale kailā tām. r caran. a āśraya
bhaktisāra samuccaya grantha yām. hār
gaurāṅger siddhānta purān. e vyākhyā tām. r
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The work of Lokānandācārya contains eight chapters: (1) Determin-
ing the Nature of the Object of Worship, (2) Determining the Nature
of Bhakti, (3) Taking Shelter With a Guru, (4) The Greatness of the Holy
Name, (5) The Characteristics of Worship of Bhagavān and of the Bhāga-
vata [the follower of Bhagavān], (6) Determining the Nature the Great-
ness of the Grace, (7) Determining the Nature of Aversion to Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a
and the Vais.n. avas, (8) Determining the Nature of Detachment. The book
is not a long one. It contains only two hundred and seventy-six verses,
mostly culled from the Purān. as and the Bhāgavata. Between the verses
are connecting passages introducing the verses and in addition some
of the verses have a commentary on them. These commentarial pas-
sages appear to be the work of the author and it may be that some of
the unidentified verses are also his. Thus, the work appears to be a con-
cise presentation of the essentials of the beliefs and practices of the early
Caitanya movement, from a source other than the companionship of the
Gosvāmins of Vr.ndāvana. It represents the viewpoint of bhaktas of Ben-
gal as distinct from the viewpoint of the Vr.ndāvana school.

The first verse makes it clear that this is the work of an avid follower
of Śrı̄ Caitanya and the second verse recognizes the author’s indebted-
ness to Narahari Sarkar:

A pure lotus-like face, golden-skinned,
eyes like lotus petals as well,
the sweetest of sweet laughs,
charming cupid-like his attire,
praised by god, man and sage,
the moon-like Kr.s.n. acaitanya,
possessed by the power of the dance,
him, image of love, do I worship.138

I, blinded by the darkness of ignorance,
take shelter in the moon of the ocean

138Lokānānandācārya, Bhagavad-bhakti-sāra-samuccaya, 1:

amlkmlv�\ gOrmMBojn�/\

mD� rmD� rhAs\ cAzk�dpv�fm̂।

s� rnrm� Env��\ k� 	Zc{t�yc�dý\

kEltnVnfEÄ\ t\ Bj� þ�mm� Etm̂॥
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of knowledge, Śrı̄ Narahari,
my guru, who is so kind to the fallen.139

After seeking shelter with his guru, Lokānandācārya describes the
power of associating with the bhaktas of the Lord, revealing how closely
connected association with great ones and surrendering to a guru are:

I praise the two feet of the bhakta
which counteract all obstacles;
by the mere hearing of a bhakta’s name
all the worlds are immediately purified.140

Anticipating a question from prospective readers, Lokānanda in his
fifth verse raises the question himself: “why should inquisitive people
put their efforts into reading this book when they could busy them-
selves with studying the many Purān. as headed by the Bhāgavata?” In
response, he wrote a little verse that identifies and describes the audi-
ence he had in mind for his book. It is an interesting and realistic charac-
terization of the community Lokānanda saw before him at a time shortly
after the disappearance of Śrı̄ Caitanya, a snapshot of the some segments
of Bengali society in the middle and last part of the 16th century:

Those whose minds are confused by attachment
arising from unhealthy past impressions
and who are lazy about listening to
and studying the many Purān. as,
yet curious about the lotus-like feet of Kr.s.n. a
and above all good-hearted, they will make
the best effort in [reading] this book.141

139ibid., 2:

aâAnEtEmrA�Do_h\ âAnAZvs� DAkrm̂।

aA�y� �FnrhEr\ �Fg� z\ dFnv(slm̂॥

140ibid., 3:

v�d� BÄpd���\ svEvÍEnvArkm̂।

yàAm�� EtmA/�Z lokA, s�, p� ZE�t c॥

141ibid., 5:

d� vAsnAsEÄEvm� Yb� �yo nAnAp� rAZ�vZ�"ZAlsA,।

EjâAsv, k� 	ZpdArEv�dyo, k� vE�t y×\ prm/ sADv,॥
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Lokānandācārya’s audience was ordinary people involved in or at-
tached to the world, society, and their families, their spiritual visions,
in his opinion, clouded by karmic results called samskāras or vāsanās,
subtle, surviving impressions left by experiences undergone in past ex-
istences which manifest in present lives as desires for or wishes to avoid
certain things or actions. Another characteristic that Lokānandācārya
recognizes in his audience is a certain lack of enthusiasm for studying
and listening to the various Purān. as, especially to the Bhāgavata Purān. a.
This is understandable, perhaps, since the Purān. as are vast and parts
of the them are difficult to understand. Moroever, the Bhāgavata is no
doubt one of the most challenging of them. Thus, in the following short
paragraph in which Lokānandācārya unpacks the name of his book, “A
Collection of the Essentials of Bhakti for the Lord,” he says is work is
“a collection of statements in the form of verses that are essential to the
awakening of bhakti.” The last two characteristics of his audience are that
its members have some interest in or curiosity about Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a and that
they be sādhu, essentially virtuous people.

With this brief introduction to the A Collection of the Essentials of Bhakti
for the Lord of Lokānandācarya, let us now turn to the third chapter
which focuses on seeking shelter with an authentic guru. In addition,
since one of Kanupriya Goswami’s major areas of reflection was the the-
ology of the divine name, I also include the fourth chapter of Lokānandā-
cārya’s book which is entitled “The Greatness of the Holy Name.” It is
perhaps the earliest treatment of the beliefs and practices surrounding
the divine names in the Caitanya tradition.
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Taking Shelter With a Guru

aT �Fg� zcrZA�yZm̂

aT tAv�gv�jn� g� zr�v þDAnkArZEm(y�v dfEyt� mAh

Bgv�AÈ�n—

n� d�hmA�\ s� lB\ s� d� lB\ Úv\ s� kSp\ g� zkZDArm̂।

myAn� k� l�n nB-vt�Ert\ p� mA�BvAEND\ n tr�(s aA(m-

hA॥ 1॥142

ev\ kFd� fo g� zzpAsnFy i(yAh Bgv�AÈ�n—

ymAnBF#Z\ s�v�t EnymAn̂ m(pr, ËEct̂।

mdEBâ\ g� z\ fA�tm� pAsFt mdA(mkm̂॥ 2॥143

etd�v -p£yàAh—

t-mA�� z\ þp��t EjâAs� , ��y u�mm̂।

fANd� pr� c En	ZAt\ b}��y� pfmA�ym̂॥ 3॥144

t/ þyojnmAh—

t/ BAgvtAn̂ DmAn̂ Ef"��� vA(md{vt,।

amAyyAn� v� �yA y{-t� 	y�dA(mA(mdo hEr,॥ 4॥145

142BAĝ� 11�20�17
143BAĝ� 11�10�5
144BAĝ� 11�3�21
145BAĝ� 11�3�22
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Now, taking shelter with a blessed guru:

Now, first, to show that the guru is the chief cause of the worship of
Bhagavān he says by means of a statement of Bhagavān:

The human body is primary, easily attained, and yet very
rare; it is like a boat with the guru at the helm that I push
along with a favorable wind. If a person does not cross the
ocean of becoming under these conditions, that person is like
a killer of the self.146 (1)

Now what sort of guru should be worshiped? To this is replies with
another statement of Bhagavān:

One who is devoted to me should observe constantly the ya-
mas and niyamas147 at some point and worship a guru who
is knows me well, who is peaceful, and who thinks of me as
the very self.148 (2)

He makes this even more clear:

Therefore, one who is inquisitive about the highest good should
resort to a guru who is deeply immersed in the sacred texts
and in supreme brahman [Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a] and whose shelter is
tranquility.149 (3)

And the purpose in that is—

One whose guru is his very self and deity should learn from
him the characteristics of the Lord by which through sincere
cultivation Hari, who gives himself, is pleased.150 (4)

146Bhāg., 11.20.17.
147The yamas and niyamas are the first two limbs of the eight-limbed practice of yoga.

The yamas or restraints are: nonviolence, truthfulness, no stealing, celibacy, and non-
acquisitiveness (Yoga-sūtra, 2.30). The niyamas or obligations are: cleanliness, being sat-
isfied, austerity, study, and devotion to God. (Yoga-sūtra, 2.32).

148Bhāg., 11.5.5.
149Bhāg., 11.3.21.
150Bhāg., 11.3.22.
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ev\ t(PlmAh—

iEt BAgvtAn̂ DmAn̂ Ef"n̂ BÅA td� (TyA।

nArAyZpro mAyAmÒ-trEt d� -trAm̂॥ 5॥151

nn� tAvdAcAy-y v�dpAWn�ArA , Ept� jnk(vAt̂ , mAt� gB-

DArZpoqZ(vAÎ g� z(vmE-t। t/ k� / BEÄ, kAy�(yAh—

g� zn -yA(-vjno n s -yAt̂

EptA n s -yA>jnnF n sA -yAt̂।

d{v\ n tt̂ -yAà pEt� s -yAt̂

n mocy��, sm� p�tm� (y� m̂॥ 6॥152

nn� tAv�gvAn̂ �Fk� 	Z sv�qAmF�r, -vt�/, t-y sA"A-

(s�vyA BEÄBEv	yEt। t(kT\ BÄA�yZ\ kAyEm(y/Ah v{k� �W-

nATvcn�n—

ah\ BÄprADFno �-vt�/ iv E�j।

sAD� EBg}-tãdyo BÄ{BÄjnEþy,॥ 7॥153

nn� d�vtA�trArADn�n BgvAn̂ þAØ&y, , Ek\ BÄ{, i(y/A�� r\

þEt Bgv�cnmAh—

BvE�DA mhABAgA, Enq�&yA ahs�mA,।

��y-kAm{n�EBEn(y\ d�vA, -vATA n sADv,॥ 8॥154

151BAĝ� 11�3�33
152BAĝ� 5�5�18
153BAĝ� 9�4�63
154BAĝ� 10�48�30
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Now, he describes the result of that—

Thus, as one learns the truths relating to Bhagavān by the
bhakti that arises from that, one who is intent on Nārāyan. a
quickly crosses over māyā which is difficult to get beyond.155

(5)

Now then, the vedic teacher (ācārya) by teaching the Vedas, the father
by begetting one, the mother by carrying one in her womb and raising
one are all gurus. Towards which of them should one perform bhakti? To
this he replies—

One is not a guru, one is not a relative, one is not a father,
one is not a mother, one is not a god, nor is one a husband
who cannot free one from approaching death.156 (6)

Here is another doubt. Bhagavān Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a is the Lord of All, fully
independent. By direct service of him bhakti arises. Therefore, why must
one seek the support of a bhakta of his? To this he replies with a statement
of the Lord of Vaikun. t.ha (Nārāyan. a)—

I am under the control of my bhaktas, as if I, o twiceborn, were
not independent. My heart is held by my good bhaktas and I
am dear to them.157 (7)

Now, too, Bhagavān can be obtained by worshiping the gods. What
need is there for his bhaktas? To this he replies with a statement of Bha-
gavān to Akrūra—

Greatly fortunate ones like you, who are most noble and
good, are to be constantly served by human beings who de-
sire the supreme good. The gods are only interested in their
own goals, but not the holy ones.158 (8)

155Bhāg., 11.3.33.
156Bhāg. 5.5.18.
157Bhāg., 9.4.63.
158Bhāg. 10.48.30.
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d�vtArADnAp�"yA s�, Pl(vAÎ s(s½ ev ��yAEnEt m� c� -

k� �dvcn�nAh—

BvApgo B}mto ydA Bv�t̂

jn-y t�Qy� t s(smAgm,।

s(s½mo yEh td{v s�tO

prAvr�f� (vEy jAyt� mEt,॥ 9॥159

atev s�, Pl(v\ -p£yEt—

n �MmyAEn tFTAEn n d�vA m� EQClAmyA,।

t� p� n�(y� zkAl�n dfnAd�v sADv,॥ 10॥160

v{	ZvA¥Bt� BEÄ\ BÅA mA\ lBt� nr,।

t-mA�� v{	Zvo Ev	Z� , kl�m@y� Evf�qt,॥ 11॥161

ev\ þkrZATBgv�cnmAh ct� EB,—

aà\ Eh þAEZnA\ þAZA aAtAnA\ frZ\ (vhm̂।

Dmo Ev�\ n� ZA\ þ�(y s�to_vAE`v<yto_rZm̂॥ 12॥162

s�to EdfE�t c"�\Eq bEhrk, sm� E(Tt,।

d�vtA bA�DvA, s�t, s�t aA(mAhm�v c॥ 13॥163

þAy�Z BEÄyog�n s(s½�n Evno�v।

nopAyo Ev�t� sMy?þAyZ\ Eh stAmhm̂॥ 14॥164

159BAĝ� 10�51�53
160BAĝ� 10�48�31
161 ?
162BAĝ� 11�26�33
163BAĝ� 11�26�34
164BAĝ� 11�11�48
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And, because it produces an immediate result in comparison to wor-
shiping the gods, associating with the holy is better. This he says through
a statement of Mucukunda:

When release from material existence is to occur for some-
one spinning in the cycle of rebirth, then, o Acyuta, that per-
son meets someone holy and when there is association with
someone holy faith in you, lord of the higher and lower, goal
of the holy, is born.165 (9)

Therefore, he makes clearer its immediate results:

Not places of pilgrimage on the banks of sacred streams, nor
gods made of mud and stone, they only purify one after a
long time. Holy ones purify one on sight.166 (10)

From a Vais.n. ava one obtains bhakti. By bhakti a person ob-
tains me. Therefore, a Vais.n. ava is Vis.n. u, especially in this
Age of Kali.167 (11)

Thus, he cites four statements of Bhagavān that are relevant to the
topic:

Food is indeed the life-breath of living beings and I am the
shelter of those who suffer. Dharma is the livelihood of hu-
mans after they pass on and the holy ones are the shelter of
one who fears while in this world.168 (12)

The holy ones give eyes. Outside only the sun rises. The holy
ones are [your real] gods and friends. Holy ones are [your]
Self and me as well.169 (13)

As a rule, apart from the yoga of bhakti and associating with
holy ones, o Uddhava, no way [to freedom] exists. I am the
complete shelter of the holy ones.170 (14)

165Bhāg., 10.51.53.
166Bhāg. 10.48.31.
167Source unknown.
168Bhāg. 11.26.33.
169Bhāg., 11.26.34.
170Bhāg., 11.11.48.
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i£Ap� t�Z mAm�v\ yo yj�t smAEht,।

lBt� mEy s�EÄ\ m(-m� Et\ sAD� s�vyA॥ 15॥171

t-mA�� z(v�n Bgv�ÄA�yZm�v Bgv�EÄþAØO m� l\ kArZ-

EmEt। a/ k�EcdAh� g�zBEÄr�v k� 	ZBEÄ, , t-yA, ap� TgAyA-

ssA@y(vAt̂। aT tAvd̂ g� zBEÄr�v Ek\ nAm। uQyt� kAy-

vAÁnoEB, s�, fÈAfÈAEvcAr�ZAâApAlnp� vkg� zEc�boDn\

g� zBEÄErEt। etdEp frZApà� sEt BvEt। t/ frZApà-y

l"ZmAh þTmto g� rogoØ� (v-vFkAr aAn� k� SykrZ\ þAEtk� -

SypEr(yAg, sv-vEn,"�p-t(þsAdl�fg}hZmA(mno EnrEBmA-

En(vAcrZm̂। et�n sv� Enrv�m̂। y��v\ BgvàAmAEd�vZ-

kFtn-mrZpAds�vnAEdk\ kt&y\ n v�(yAf¬� m{vm̂ , yt, tdA-

âAvfAd�v Bgv(pErcyAtàAmAEd�vZv{	Zvs�vAEdk\ kt&yEm-

Et g� zEc�boDnm� ppàEmEt sAD� Äm̂। ev\ g� ro, svmy(vmAh

Bgv�cn�n—

aAcAy� mA\ EvjAnFyAàAvm�y�t kEhEct̂।

n m(yb� �As� y�t svd�vmyo g� z,॥ 16॥172

ev\ þpÑyEt—

g� zb}�A g� zEv	Z� g�zd�vo mh��r,।

g� zr�v pr\ b}� t-mAdAdO tmcy�t̂॥ 17॥173

171BAĝ� 11�11�47
172BAĝ� 11�17�27
173g� zgFtA ?
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Whoever may worship me with a concentrated mind in or-
der to fulfill his desired aims obtains true bhakti for me, [but]
by service to the holy ones one obtains remembrance of me.174

Therefore, the primary cause of obtaining bhakti to the Lord is tak-
ing shelter with a bhakta of the Lord in the form of the guru. Here some
say that bhakti for the guru is bhakti for Kr.s.n. a. Now then, what exactly
is bhakti for the guru? It is said that guru-bhakti is knowing the mind
of the guru as a result of observing the guru’s orders with one’s body,
words, and mind, without considering whether or not one is able to do
it. This too occurs when one has surrendered to the guru. Here the
characteristics of one who is surrendered are: first of all, accepting the
guru as one’s protector, acting favorably to the guru, rejecting unfavor-
able things, giving up one’s possessions, accepting a little of the guru’s
grace, and behaving without conceit or egotism. In this way everything
becomes free of blemish. If one wonders whether things such as hearing,
repeating, remembering, serving and the rest of the Lord’s names and so
forth are to be performed or not, have no doubt. By the very force of the
guru’s orders, the service of Bhagavān, hearing his names, serving the
Vais.n. avas and the rest are to be performed. Therefore, defining guru-
bhakti as “knowing the mind of the guru” is appropriate.

Thus, he states that the guru is everything with a statement from
Bhagavān—

One should know me to be the teacher and should never dis-
repect the teacher. One should not envy him as if he were an
ordinary mortal. The guru is made up of all the gods.175

And this he makes more clear:

The guru is Brahmā; the guru is Vis.n. u; the guru is the god
Maheśvara. The guru is supreme Brahman. Therefore, one
should worship him first.176

174Bhāg., 11.11.47.
175Bhāg., 11.17.27.
176Guru-gı̄tā: ?
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g� rO þsà� sEt PlmAh—

þsà� t� g� rO svEsE�zÄA mnFEqEB,॥ 18॥177

aþsà� PlmAh—

hrO z£� g� z-/AtA g� rO z£� n k�n।

t-mA(svþy×�n g� zm�v þsAdy�t̂॥ 19॥178

p� jAkrZ�_m½lPlmAh—

g� rO sEàEht� y-t� p� jy�dg}to n tm̂।

s d� gEtmvAÙoEt p� jA c EvPlA Bv�t̂॥ 20॥179

Ev�A�BAv�_Ep s ev prm�£d�v i(yAh—

aEv�o vA sEv�o vA g� zr�v t� d{vtm̂।

mAg-To vA=ymAg-To g� zr�v sdA gEt,॥ 21॥180

a/ Evm� K�_En£mAh—

þEtp� g� z\ y-t� mohAE�þEtp�t�।

s kSpkoVF\ nrk� pQyt� p� zqADm,॥ 22॥181

177 ?
178 ?
179 ?
180 ?
181 ?
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He describes the result when the guru is pleased:

The wise say that when the guru is pleased all things are
successful.182 (18)

And he describes the result when the guru is not pleased:

When Hari is angered the guru is one’s savior; when the guru
is angered no one can save one. Therefore, one should make
every effort to make the guru happy.183 (19)

He describes the inauspicious result of not worshiping the guru:

But one who does not worship the guru first when he is
present obtains a bad end and his worship too becomes fruit-
less.184 (20)

He now adds that even if one’s guru does not have knowledge, the
guru is still highest desired deity:

Whether without knowledge or with knowledge, the guru is
one’s deity. Whether on the path or not on the path, the guru
is always one’s goal.185 (21)

Now the unwanted result when one turns against one’s guru:

One who, after having surrendered to a guru, then out of
delusion turns against him is the lowest of humans and burns
in hell for a billion ages.186 (22)

182Unknown source.
183Unknown source.
184Unknown source.
185Unknown source.
186Unknown source.
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t(sEàDO &yvhArmAh—

aAyA�tmg}to gQC��QC�t\ tmn� v}j�t̂।

aAsn� fyn� vAEp no Et¤�dg}to g� ro,॥

an� âA\ þA=y yE-t¤�à{v\ pApmvAÙ� yAt̂॥ 23॥187

g� rO d� r-T� EnkV-T� c Bojn&yvhArmAh—

yE(kEÑdàpAnAEd Eþy\ dý &y\ mnormm̂।

sm=y g� rv� p�A(-vy\ B� ÒFt þ(yhm̂॥ 24॥188

þkrZATm� ps\hrEt—

mhA�DkArm@y�	vAEd(y� þkAfk,।

aâAnEtEmrA�D�q� g� zr�v þkAfk,॥ 25॥189

�FBEÄsArsm� Îy� g� zcrZA�yn\ t� tFy\ Evrcnm̂॥

187 ?
188 ?
189 ?
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He describes proper behavior when the guru is near:

When guru is coming one walk before and when the guru
going one should walk behind. In sitting or in lying down
one should not sit or lie down in front of the guru. One who
has received the guru’s permission may do so and thus ob-
tains no sin.190 (23)

He describes proper behavior for eating when the guru is far away
and when the guru is nearby:

Whatever food and drink and any object dear to one that is
pleasing each one one should offer first to one’s guru and
then later enjoy it oneself.191 (24)

He wraps up the subject of this section:

And in the great darknesses the sun is the bearer of light. In
the darknesses of ignorance the guru is the bearer of light.192

Thus ends the Third Chapter entitled “Taking Shelter with a Guru” in
the Collection of the Essentials of Bhakti for the Lord of Lokānandācārya.

190Unknown source.
191Unknown source.
192Unknown source.
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The Greatness of the Divine Name

aT nAmmAhA(Mym̂

aT tAv(svDmsA@y(vA(prmm½l!p\ BgvàAm{v sv��¤-

tmEmEt t�mEhmAn\ dfEyt� mAh—

nAßo_-y yAvtF fEÄ, pApEnhrZ� hr�,।

tAv(kt�� n fÇoEt pAtk\ pAtkFjn,॥ 1॥

vtmAnÑ y(pAp\ y�� t\ y�Ev	yEt।

t(sv� Endh(yAf� goEv�dAnlkFtnAt̂॥ 2॥

ev\ prmm½l(v\ dfyEt E/EB,—

k� 	Z�Et m½l\ nAm y-y vAEc þvtt�।

B-mFBvE�t rAj��dý mhApAtkkoVy,॥ 3॥

gAyE�t v{	ZvA, sv� k� 	Z�Et nAmm½lm̂।

sv/ m½l\ t�qA\ k� t-t�qAmm½lm̂॥ 4॥

sk� d� ÎArZ�_Ep prmm½lmAh—

mD� rmD� rm�t�m½l\ m½lAnA\

sklEngmv¥Fs(Pl\ Ec(-v!pm̂।

sk� dEp pErgFt\ h�lyA ��yA vA

B� g� vr nrmA/\ tAry�(k� 	ZnAm॥ 5॥
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Now the Greatness of the Divine Name:

Now, first of all, in order to show that since it is the goal of all dharma,
the name of the Lord, which is the very form of the highest benefaction,
is the best of all , he says:

No sinner is capable of commiting as much sin as there is
power in the divine name of Hari to remove it. (1)

The sin that currently exists as well as that which is past and
that which will be, all of it is quickly burned up by the repe-
tition of the fire-like [name of] Govinda. (2)

Now he demonstrates how the divine name is the highest benefac-
tion:

Of one in whose speech is found the beneficient name “Kr.s.n. a”
all great sins are turned into ashes, O King of Kings. (3)

All Vais.n. avas sing the auspicious name “Kr.s.n. a.” For them
there is always good. Where is there ever anything inauspi-
cious for them? (4)

The highest good comes even when the divine name is pronounced
only once:

Sweet among things sweet is this, auspicious among things
auspicious. It is the real fruit of the vine of all the Vedas, con-
sciousness in its essence, which if sung even once, neglect-
fully or with faith, the name of Kr.s.n. a causes any human to
cross beyond o best of Bhr.gus!193 (5)

193Prabhāsa-khan. d. a, ?. Also cited in the Haribhakti-vilāsa at 11.451
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et(sd� f\ EkmEp nA-tF(yAh —

n nAm sd� f\ âAn\ n nAm sd� f\ v}tm̂।

n nAm sd� f\ @yAn\ n nAm sd� f\ Plm̂॥ 6॥

n nAm sd� f-(yAgo n nAm sd� f\ tp,।

n nAm sd� fA m� EÄn nAm sd� f, þB� ,॥ 7॥

ev\ nAm g}hZmA/�Z Bgv(þFEtjAyt� —

kAmAEdg� Zs\y� ÄA nAmmA/{kbA�DvA,।

þFEt\ k� vE�t t� pAT n tTA Ejtq³� ZA,॥

y� g� ¢E�t hr�nAm t ev Ejtq³� ZA,॥ 8॥

ev\ t-y Evf�qPllABmAh —

mm nAm sdAg}AhF mm nAm Eþy sdA।

BEÄ-t-m{ þdAt&yA n c m� EÄ, kdAcn॥ 9॥

ev\ Evf�qPlmAh —

��yA h�lyA nAm vdE�t mm j�tv,।

t�qA\ nAm sdA pAT vtt� ãdy� mm॥ 10॥

mAnvA, y� hr�nAm s�v�t� En(ym�v c।

BÅA sh gEm	yE�t y/ yog��r, þB� ,॥ 11॥
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To demonstrate that there is nothing similar to this [divine name], he
says:

Sacred knowledge is not equal to the divine name, nor are
vows; meditation is not equal to the divine name, nor is any
other result. Renunciation is not equal to the divine name,
nor is austerity; liberation is not equal to the divine name,
nor is any other master. (6-7)

Thus, simply by repeating the divine name the pleasure of the Lord
is born:

Those whose only friend is the divine name, though they
possess the six mundane traits of desire, and so forth,194 please
me more than those who have conquered those traits. Those
who repeat the divine name of Hari have indeed conquered
the six mundane traits. (8)

And he describes the special result that one [who repeats the divine
name] obtains:

One who always repeats my name and to whom my name
is dear, to such a one bhakti is to be given, never liberation
(mukti). (9)

Thus, he describes the special result:

The names of my creatures who speak my name whether
with either faith or frivolity are always in my heart, o Pārtha.
(10)

And humans who regularly repeat the name of Hari will go
with bhakti to wherever the Master, the Lord of Yoga, is. (11)

194The six traits are: desire, anger, greed, illusion, pride, and envy.
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ev\ rAmnAßo Evf�qmEhmAhmAh—

rAm rAm�Et rAm�Et rAm rAm� mnorm�।

shúnAmEB-t� Sy\ rAmnAm vrAnn�॥ 12॥

ev\ nAmAEdþs½A(svtFTsMBAvnA BvtF(yAh—

t/{v g½A ym� nA c t/ godAvrF t/ sr-vtF c।

svAEn tFTAEn vsE�t t/ y/AQy� todArkTAþs½,॥

13॥

Evf�qmAh—

màAm-mrZAE(kEÑ(klO nA-(y�v pAtkm̂।

m�ÄA y/ gAyE�t t/ m� pAETv E-TEt,॥ 14॥

jgnATnAßo mEhmAnmAh sØEB, v{Edkt�/� i�dý �� ß\ þEt

b}�vAÈm̂

p� jy-v jgàAT\ svt�/�q� goEptm̂।

g� �A�� �tr\ nAm kFrty-v Enr�trm̂॥ 15॥

y-t� s\kFty�Eà(y\ jgàATmtE�dý t,।

Enm�Ä, svpAp�<yo m� Äb�D, pr\ v}j�t̂॥ 16॥

Ev	Z� yAml� k� m@vjo�rZþ-tAv� mhAd�v\ þEt Bgv�AÈm̂—

jgàAT�Et nAßA y� kFtyE�t c y� nrA,।

aprADft\ t�qA\ "Em	y� nA/ s\fy,॥ 17॥
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Thus, he describes the special greatness of the name of Rāma:

O mind-pleasing Rāmā [Pārvatı̄], “Rāma, Rāma, and Rāma,
and Rāma,” the name of Rāma is equal to a thousand names,
O lady with a gorgeous face. (12)

Now he claims that because of connection with the divine names and
such all the holy places appear together with them:

There indeed is the Gaṅgā, the Yamunā, the Godāvarı̄, and
the Sarasvatı̄. All the holy places reside wherever there is
connection with the exalted stories of Acyuta. (13)

In particular he says:

Because of remembering my name there is no sin in the Age
of Kali. Wherever my bhaktas are singing, there am I present,
o king! (14)

In the next seven verses he describes the greatness of the name of
Jagannātha. In the Vaidika-tantra is found Brahmā’s statement to In-
dradyumna:

Worship Jagannātha who is hidden away in all the tantras.
Praise ceaselessly his name which is more secret than secret
things. (15)

One who loudly praises Jagannātha constantly and without
tiring is liberated from all sins and being freed of bondage
goes to the supreme. (16)

In the Vis.n. u-yāmala on the topic of the salvation of Kūrmadhvaja,
there the Lord’s statement to Mahādeva:

Those humans who sing praise with the name “Jagannātha,”
a hundred of their offenses do I forgive. In this there is no
doubt. (17)
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b}�rh-y� f� rfmb}A�Z\ þEt nArdvAÈm̂—

sk� d� ÎAry��-t� jgàAT�Et h�lyA।

b}�h(yAEdpAp�<yo m� Qyt� nA/ s\fy,॥ 18॥

svAacArEvhFno_Ep tApÊ�fAEds\y� t,।

jgàAT̂\ vdn̂ Evþ yAEt b}�snAtnm̂॥ 19॥

m�zt�/� b}�Zo nAmkFtnþ-tAv� v{	ZvAn̂ þEt nArdvA-

Èm̂—

nAßA\ m� Hytr\ Ev	ZojgàATm� dFErtm̂।

nAt, prtr\ nAm E/q� lok�q� Ev�t�॥ 20॥

n g½AÜAnm�tAd� µ kAfFgmn\ tTA।

jgàAT�Et s¬F(y nr, k{vSymAÙ� yAt̂॥ 21॥

ev\ Evf�qmEhmAnmAh—

Ev	ZonAm{v p�\s, smlmphr(p� �ym� (pAdyÎ

b}�AEd-TAnBogAE�rEtmTg� ro, �Fpd���BEÄm̂।

t�vâAnÑ Ev	ZoErhm� EtjnnB}AE�tbFjÑ d`@vA

s(yÑAn�dboD� mhEt c p� zq� -TApEy(vA Env� �m̂॥

22॥
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There is the following statement of Nārada to Śūraśarma, the brāhman. a,
in the Brahmarahasya:

But one who once says “Jagannātha” even frivolously is lib-
erated from sins like the killing of a brāhman. a and so forth.
Of this there is no doubt. (18)

A person afflicted by sufferings, pains, and so forth, even
though lacking all good behavior, by saying “Jagannātha”
goes to eternal Brahman, O Brāhman. a. (19)

In the Merutantra, in the section praising the recitation of the names
of Brahman, Nārada tells the Vais.n. avas:

It is said that more primary among the names of Vis.n. u is
“Jagannātha.” No higher name than this exists in the three
worlds. (20)

Bathing in the Ganges is not comparable to this, nor is visit-
ing Kāśı̄. By saying loudly “Jagannātha” a person can reach
ultimate singularity (kaivalya, liberation). (21)

Thus does he describe the special magnificence [of the divine names]:

Vis.n. u’s name itself removes a person’s sins and creates for
that person merit, detachment from the pleasures of abodes
like that of Brahmā and others, bhakti for the two lotus-like
feet of the guru, and knowledge of the truth. Then, after
burning up the seeds of one’s roaming from birth to death in
this world and after truly establishing one in the experience
of bliss of the great person (Mahāpurus.a, Bhagavān), it rests.
(22)
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t-mA�� zsEà@yA(k� 	Zopd�f\ g� hF(vA BEÄsADn\ kAyEmEt।

n�v/ g� rozpd�f� kt&y� dE"ZAdF"Ap� r�rZEvEDEnymo_-tF-

Et kT\ n -yAEd(y/Ah Bgv�AÈ�n—

aAk� E£, k� tc�tsA\ s� mhtAm� ÎAVn\ cA\hsAm̂

aAc�XAlmm� kloks� lBo v[y� mo"E�y,।

no dF"A\ n c dE"ZA\ n c p� r�yA� mnAgF"t�

m�/o_y\ rsnA-p� g�v PlEt �Fk� 	ZnAmA(mk,॥ 23॥

yTA pA��—

k� 	ZAy nm i(y�q m�/, svATsADk,।

BÄAnA\ jptA\ B� p -vgmo"Plþd,॥ 24॥

ev\ -mrZAdO kAld�fAEdEnymo nA-tF(y/Ah BgvQC~ Fk� 	Z-

c{t�yAâAyA �A<yAm̂—

nAßAmkAEr bh� DA EnjsvfEÄ -

-t/AEptA EnyEmt, -mrZ� n kAl,।

etAd� fF tv k� pA Bgv�mmAEp

d� d{vmFd� fEmhAjEn nAn� rAg,॥ 25॥

n kAlEnym-t/ n d�fEnym-tTA।

noEQC£AdO Enq�D, -yA(k� 	ZnAmAn� kFtn�॥ 26॥
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Therefore, after accepting instruction about Kr.s.n. a from one’s guru,
one should perform the practices of bhakti. Now, at this point someone
may ask: when the instruction of the guru is necessary, rules concerning
guru-gift, initiation, and rites of purification are required. Why is this
not so here? To this he replies with a statement of Bhagavān:

It attracts great ones whose minds are pure, irradicates sins,
is easily available to small folk upto and including Can. d. ālas,
and controls the good fortune of liberation. It does not de-
pend on initiation, nor donations, nor preparatory rites. This
mantra made of the names of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. a produces results as
soon as it touches the tongue.195 (23)

As in the Padma Purān. a:

The mantra, “kr. s.n. aāya namah. ,” accomplishes all objectives and
gives to those bhaktas who chant it, o king, the results: heaven
and liberation. (24)

Thus, he says here that there are no rules concerning time, place, and
so forth in the remembering [of the holy names] with two stanzas of the
order of Bhagavān Śrı̄ Kr.s.n. acaitanya:

Many are your names and all of your own power was placed
in them. There is no restriction on the time for remembering
them. So great is your grace, o Bhagavān, and yet such is my
misfortune that my love for them was not born. (25)

In the repetition of the names of Kr.s.n. a, there is no rule re-
garding proper time nor one regarding proper place and no
prohibition in matters of impurity caused by contact with
leftovers and such. (26)

195Śrı̄ Rūpa Gosvāmin, compilor, Padyāvalı̄, 29.
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idAnF\ þkrZATm� ps\hrEt f� �AcAyvAÈ�n—

m�/t-t�/tE[Cdý\ d�fkAlAhv-t� t,।

sv� kroEt EnE[Cdý\ nAms¬Ftn\ hr�,॥ (8�23�16 )

27॥

�vZ\ kFtn\ @yAn\ Ev	Zor�� tkmZ,।

j�mkmg� ZAnAÑ tdT�_EKlc�E£tm̂॥ ( 11�3�27 )

28॥

ko_y\ nAmAprAD i(yAh—

stA\ En�dA nAß, prmmprAD\ Evtn� t�

yt, HyAEt\ yAt\ kTm� (sht� tE�gErhAm̂।

Efv-y E�Ev	Zoy ih g� ZnAmAEdskl\

EDyA EBà\ p[y�(s Kl� hErnAmAEhtkr,॥ 29॥

g� rorvâA �� EtfA-/En�dn\

tTATvAdo hErnAEß kSpnm̂।

nAßo blA�-y Eh pApb� E� -

n Ev�t� t-y ym{Eh f� E�,॥

aT ymA,—

aEh\sA s(ym-t�yms½o  FrsÑy,।

aAE-tÈ\ b}�cyÑ mOn\ -T{y� "mABym̂॥ ( 11�19�

33 ) 31॥
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Now, he wraps up the content of this section with a statement of
Śukrācārya:

All the flaws arising from mantra, rites, the appropriateness
of time, place, and material the repetition of the the names of
Hari removes.196 (27)

Hearing about, praising, and meditating on Vis.n. u, whose
actions are wondrous, and on his births, actions, and qual-
ities and performing all actions for his sake [with bhakti pro-
duced by bhakti one maintains one’s ecstatic body]. (28)

Thus, by the repeating, hearing, and so forth of the the names of Śrı̄
Kr.s.n. a bhakti arises. This is its meaning. If there is offense it does not
arise.

What are these offenses towards the divine names? To this he replies:

Defamation of holy ones causes the most serious offense to
the divine name. How can he tolerate the defamation of
those from whom the name is made famous. One who sees
with his intellect all the qualities, names, and so forth of Śiva
and Vis.n. a as different is indeed an offender of the divine
names. (29)

Disrespect for the guru, defamation of revealed and reasoned
texts, as well as considering [the greatness of] the divine names
to be mere praise, and one who intends to sin on the strength
of the divine names is not made pure even by the restraints
(yama).197

Now the restraints—

Non-violence, truth, not stealing, not associating, modesty,
non-accumulation, faithfulness, celibacy, silence, steadfast-
ness, tolerance, and fearlessness.198

196Bhāg., 8.23.16.
197Lokānandācārya gives the following example of arthavāda with regard to the divine

names: “arthavāda is thinking: ‘is it really possible that repeating the divine name only
once destroys sins accumulated over many births? It does not have the power to destroy
all sins.’”

198Bhāg., 11.19.33
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þs½AEàymA ElHy�t�—

fOc\ jp-tpohom, ��AEtLy\ mdcnm̂।

tFTAVn\ prAT�hAt� E£rAcAys�vnm̂॥ ( 11�19�34 ) 32॥

Dmv}t(yAgh� tAEdsvf� BE�yAsAMymEp þmAdt,।

a��DAn� Evm� K�_=yf� �vEt y�opd�f, EfvnAmAprA-

D,॥ 33॥

�� (vAEp nAmmAhA(My\ y, þFEtrEhto_Dm,।

ah\ mmAEdprmo nAEß so_=yprADk� t̂॥ 34॥

nn� nAmAprADy� ÄAnA\ k�n En-tAr, -yAEd(yAh—

nAmAprADy� ÄAnA\ nAmA�y�v hr�(yG\।

aEv�A�t\ þy� ÄAEn tA�y�vATkrAEZ c॥

iEt�FBEÄsArsm� Îy� nAmmAhA(My\ nAm ct� T� Evrcnm̂॥ 4॥
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Because of the context the obligations are written down:

Cleanliness, silent recitation, austerity, ritual offerings, faith,
hospitality, worship of me, visiting the holy places, effort for
the sake of others, satisfaction, and serving the teacher.199

(32)

Mistakenly [thinking the divine names are] the same as aus-
picious actions like dharma, vows, renunciation, fire offer-
ings, and so forth [is the seventh offense.] And instruction
of someone who is faithless, hostile, or not listening is an of-
fense to the auspicious name. (33)

After hearing of the greatness of the divine name one who
has no attraction for it is vile. One who is intent on himself
and what belongs to him is also an offender of the divine
name. (34)

Now, to the question “how might an offender of the divine name be
saved?” he says:

The divine names themselves remove the sin of those who
are offenders of the names. They themselves when repeated
without ceasing bring about the goal. (35)

Thus ends the Fourth Chapter, called the “Greatness of the Divine
Name,” in the Śrı̄ Bhakti-sāra-samuccaya.

199Bhāg., 11.19.34.


